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SUD BOSNE I HcRCEGOVINE 

Number: X-KR-06/299 
S:irojevo, JO April 2008 

~ 
IN THE NAME OF BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA 

Coun of Bosnia and Herzegovina, War Crimes Sec1ion, in 1hc Panel composed of Judge 
Minka Krcho as 1he Presidenl of1he Panel and Judges Tore Lindselh and Roland Dekkers as 
1he Panel members, wilh lhe participalion of lhe legal advisor Amela Skrobo as 1he record
kcepcr, in 1he criminal case againsl 1he Accused Zijad Kunovit for 1he criminal offense of 
War'Crimes agains1 Civilians under Anicle I 73(1)(c), (e) and (I), the criminal offense of 
War Crimes agains1 Prisoners of War under Anicle I 75(1)(a) and (b) and lhe criminal 
offense of Viola1ing 1he Laws and Prac1ices of Warfare under Anicle 179(1) and (2)(d) of 
the Criminal Code of Bosnia and Herzegovina, deciding upon 1he lndic1men1 of 1he 
Prosecutor's Office of BiH number KT-RZ:l 15/06, da1ed 10 May 2007, which was 
confirmed on· I 6 May 2007 and amended on 24 April 2008, following lhe main 1rial 
wherein 1he public was excluded from a pan of 1he 1rial and which was allended by lhe 
Accused and his defense counsel, Attorney Fahrija Karkin, and 1he Proseculor of 1he 
Prosecutor's Office of BiH Vesna TanCica, rendered and on 30 April 2008, in 1he presence 
of lhe panics and 1he defense counsel, publicly announced lhe following 

VERDICT 

The Accused 

Zijad Kurto,·it, aka Zijo, son of Bajro and mo1her Saja, nee Hodti~, born on 30 January 
1967 in Donja Dretnica, personal iden1ifica1ion number 3001967150018, wi1h residence ar 
75 Donja Dretnica, Mosmr Municipali1y, Bosniak, li1era1e, comple1ed lhe Secondary Traffic 
Technical SchooVdriver of mo1or vehicles, unemployed, married, cilizen of Bosnia and 
Hertegovina, served 1he army in 1986/87 in Pos1ojna, Slovenia, regislered in 1he Mos1ar 
mili1ary records, poor financial slanding, convic1ed by 1he Verdie! of1hc Municipal Coun in 
Mos1ar in the case Km-3/84 of 18 January I 985 for rhe criminal offense refem:d 10 in 
Anicle 148(1) of 1he CC SR BiH whereby the educational measure of comminal 10 a 
Juvenile Correcrion Facility was imposed on him; by rhe Verdict of the Municipal Coun in 
S1olac in 1he case K-44/85 of 24 Sep1embcr 1985 for the criminal offense referred 10 in 
Anicle 153( I) and senlenced 10 a one-year imprisonmen1; by the Verdic1 of the Basic Coun 
in Mos1ar in 1he case number K-400/89 of 28 September 1990 for the criminal offense 
referred 10 in Anicle 42( I) of lhe CC SR BiH and sentenced 10 a six-monlh imprisonmen1; 
rhesc sen1ences were deleled by 1he Decision of the Police S1a1ion Moster number 03-11/1 -
4-13/96 on 3 April 1996, 

IS GUILTY 

Of the follo\Ving: 

In 1he second half of I 993, during the armed connict between the Croat Defense Council 
(1he HVO) and the Army of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina, in the place Donja 
Dre1.nica, Moslllr Municipality, in the Roman Catholic Church of All Saints, as a member o 
lhe Army of lhc Republic of Bosnia and HerLegovina, more specifically, the unil fo 
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physical securi1y of the command of the Independent Battalion Dretnico of the 411> Corps of 
the Anny of RBiH, he acted contrary 10 Anicle 3(l)(a) and (c) of 1hc Geneva Convention 
relative to the Treatment of Prisoners of War of 12 Augusl 1949 and Aniclc 3( I )(a) and (c) 
of the Geneva Convention relative 10 the Protection of Civilian Persons in Time of War of 
12 August 1949 and, during the anned connict belwcen the HVO and the Anny of RBiH, 
violated the laws and customs of war acting contrary 10 Anic:le 22 and Anicle 56 of the 
Regulations Respecting the Laws and Customs of War on Land, which arc a cons1i1uent pan 
of the Convention Respecting the Laws and Customs of War on Land of 18 October 1907, 
intentionally damaging the Roman Catholic Church of All Saints, in the way that: 

I. On an unknown date in late September or early Oclober 1993, during the 
first night of detention, in the place Donja ·ore1nica, Mostar Municipality, after 
1wenty detained Croais, civilians Miroslav Soko, Marinko Dre1njak, Marinko Ljoljo, 
Mirko Zelcnika, Viii Kuraja, Zvonimir Kukic, Vlado Curie and Anto Rozic and 
prisoners of war - HVO members Mate Rozic, Ma1ija Jak~ic, Nedeljko Krdo, 
Marko Rozic, Vinko Soldo, Anton Grgic, Witness A, Witness B, Branko Juric, • 
Kamilo Dumaneic, Ivan Pavlovic and Ivan Kostic, were transferred from the Parish 
Office and detained in the Roman Catholic Church of All Saints, he ordered them 10 
sit in pews two by 1wo, and then he put on a clerical dress - a monastic habit and, 
holding a cross upside down in his hand, ordered them all 10 raise their hands above 
their heads and bow their heads down towards the noor; they remained in this 
position for a rather long period of time and that terrified and hun them; and then, 
after some time, he ordered them 10 put on orange roadman clothes and, upon his 
order, unknown members of the Anny of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina 
wrote numbers from I 10 20 on the top back of each detainee, whereupon Zijad 
Kunovic called out by numbers the detained civilians and prisoners of war, 
including Witness B, Marinko Dre1njak and Miroslav Soko, took them out in front 
of the altar, questioned and punched them, and beat them with truncheons, iron pipes 
and wooden laths, calling them "Ustashas" and using other abusive language, while 
he hit the detainee Ivan Pavlovic on his hand with a cross while he was sitting in a 
pew; 

2. During October 1993," in the place Donja Dre,.nica, Mostar Municipality, in • 
the Roman Catholic Church of All Saints, together with the members of the Anny of 
RBiH known 10 him, on several occasions he bear rhe dc1aincd Croa1s, civilians and 
prisoners of war, including Miroslav Soko, Marinko Dre1njak, Marinko Ljoljo, 
Mirko Zelenika, Marija Jak~ic, Ivan Pavlovic, Witness A, Witness B, Branko Juric, 
Kamilo DumanCic and Ivan Kostic, with truncheons, crosses, candlesticks and 
statues of saints over their heads and orher pans of their bodies, rammed paintings of 
saints into their heads, made them eat leaves of the Bible and other religious books, 
ordered them 10 sing the songs whose content hun their feelings concerning their 
e1hnici1y, and rammed 1he painrings depicting Jesus Chrisl's Way of the Cross into 
their heads as they were singing, keeping them_ in constant fear; 

3. During October 1993, in lhe place Donja Dre1nica, Mostar Municipality, in 
the Roman Catholic Church of All Saints, he ordered members of the Dre,.nica 
Civilian Protection 10 1ake the detained Croat civilians and prisoners of war, 
including Miroslav Soko, Marinko Dretnjak, Marinko Ljoljo, Mirko Zelenika, 
Matija Jak$ic, Ivan Pavlovic, Witness A, Witness B, Branko Juric and Kamilo 
Dumanfic, on several occasions to the Vrdi fronl lines between the HVO and the 
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Army of RBiH, where they were forced to dig trenches, make dugouts, and carry 
ammunition, food, water and the dead, frequently exposed to crossfire from the 
positions of the Croat Defense Council and the Anny of the Republic of Bosnia and 
Her1.egovina and the shelling from the positions of the Croat Defense Council; 

4. On an unknown date in October 1993, in the Roman Catholic Church of All 
Saints in Donja Drdniea, together with Hasan Oclic, he beat the witness-detainee A 
with a truncheon over difTerent pans of his body for several hours and stubbed out 
cigareues on his neck and shoulders, and then, in such a condition, he forced him to 
have oral sex with the witness-detainee B, after which he stripped him naked and, 
together with Hasan Delic, conlinued beating him with a truncheon and stubbing out 
cigareues over his body, as a result of which the detainee-witness A lost 
consciousness, while his body became completely black and blue as a consequence 
of heavy blows; 

5. On an unknown date in October I 993, in the night hours, in the Roman 
Catholic Church of All Saints in Donja Dretnica, together with unknown members 
of the Army of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina, he forced the dc1aincd 
Croats, civilians and prisoners of war, including Mirko Zelcnika, Witness A, 
Witness B, Branko Juric, Miroslav Soko, Ivan Kostic, Marinko Drefojak, Ivan 
Pavlovic, Marinko Ljojo and Kamilo Duman6c, to catch a live wire with their bare 
hands and then hold their hands and make a circuit in this way, whereupon, in order 
to improve elec1rical conductivity, he spilt water over the church noor, under the 
detainees' feet, as a result of which the detained Croats suffered intense physical 
pain; 

6. On unknown dates in Ot1obcr 1993, during the night hours, in the place 
Donja Drcwica, Mostar Municipality, in the Roman Catholic Church of All Saints, 
together with the members of the Army of RBiH known to him, he ordered the 
detained Croats, civilians and prisoners of war, including Mirko Zelcnika, Marinko 
Ljoljo, Marinko Dre,.njak, Branko Juric, Ivan Pavlovic and Miroslav Soko, to play 
the hannonium, and then, since he did not like how they played, he pulled out a 
harmonium key and beat the detainees, civilians and prisoners of war, over their 
heads with the side of the key with a nail; 

7. On an unknown date in October I 993, in the place Donja Dre1nica, in the 
Roman Catholic Church of All Saints, after an unknown member of the Army of 
RBiH took a watch from the dcrainee Mirko Zelenika in his presence, he approached 
the detainee Mirko Zclenika, telling him: "Seven, come here! Why didn't you say 
last night that you had a watch?", and ordered him to tum towards the wall and raise 
his hands, and then hit him several times with a wooden leg in his lower back; 

8. On an unknown date in late September or early October I 993, during the 
first night of detention, in the place Donja Dretnica, Mostar Municipality, in the 
Roman Catholic Church of All Saints, an unknown member of the Army of RBiH 
touched the detainee Mirko Zelenika with his hand and ordered him to stand up and 
V.'8lk towards the down part of the church, where he was awaited by Zijad Kunovic, 
who then held his left shoulder with his hand while the unknown member of th 
Army of RBiH was kicking him with a boot in his lower back, whereupon Z" · 
Kurtovic punched the detainee Mirko Zelenika hard twice in his chin; 
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9. On an unknown dale in early October 1993, in 1he Roman Ca1holic Church 
of All Sain1s in the place Donja Dretnica, he ordered 1hc dc1ainee Mirko Zelenika 10 
lie down on the church floor and tum round, while he and three unknown members 
of 1he Anny of RBiH were kicking him in his ribs when he would come close 10 
1hem; 

I 0. On an unknown date in Oc1ober 1993, in the evening hours, in the Roman 
Catholic Church of All Saints in the place Donja Drctnica, after unknown members 
of the Anny of RBiH beat the detainee Anto Roi.ic, he pulled out several of his teeth 
wilh his bare hands, which caused bleeding from 1he mouth and loss of 
consciousness of 1he detainee An10 Rozic; 

11. During Oc1obcr 1993, 1ogc1her with the members of 1he Anny of RBiH 
known 10 him, in lhe Roman Catholic Church of All Sain1s in Donja Dretnica, 
beating the de1ained Croats, civilians and prisoners of war, with paintings depic1ing • 
Jesus Chris1's Way of the Cross, paintings and s1atucs of saints, he dcs1roycd and 
broke them, destroyed the ahar and sacristies, scribbled insuhing words all over 1he 
church walls, drew 1csticlcs 10 saints on the paintings, destroyed the Bible and other 
holy books by making the detainees eat them, and destroyed the hannonium by 
beating the detainees with the key~, damaging 1he church interior in that way. 

Therefore, violating the rules of international law during the armed conflict, he tortured the 
de1ainees - civilians and prisoners of war, inflic1cd great suffering on them and violated 
their bodily in1egrity, participa1ed in the inflic1ion of great suffering and violation of bodily 
in1egrity, 1reated them inhumanely and participated in inhumane trea1mcnt, applied 
measures of intimidation and terror, forced them to perform labor and violaled the laws and 
customs of war during the anned conflict by deliberately damaging and participaling in the 
deliberate damaging of the es1ablishment designa1ed for religious purposes, 

Whereby: 

Under Sections I, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10 of the operative part, he commiucd the criminal 
offense of War Crimes againsl Civilians refem:d to in Article 173( I )(c), (e) and (f) of the 
CCBiH, 

Under Sections 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 of the operative par1, he com mined the criminal offense of 
War Crimes against Prisoners of War referred to in Article 175(l)(a) and (b) of the CC BiH, 

Under Sec1ion 11 of the operative part, he commiued the criminal offense of Viola1ing 1he 
Laws and Prac1ices of Warfare referred to in Article 179( I) and (2)(d) of the CC BiH, 
all in conjunc1ion with Article 180(1), Article 29 and Article 53(1) of1he Criminal Code of 
Bosnia and Henegovina. 

Therefore, pursuant 10 the men1ioned legal provisions, in conjunc1ion with Articles 39, 42 
and 48 of the Criminal Code of Bosnia and Henegovina, 1he Court 

imposes on him a sentence or JO (ten) years of imprisonment 
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for the criminal offense of War Crimes against Civilians referred 10 in Anicle I 73(1)(c), (e) 
and(() of<he CC BiH, commiued in rhe manner as described under Sec1ions J, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 
8, 9 and 10 of lhe operalive part, 

a sentence of 10 (ten) years of imprisonment 

for the criminal offense of War Crimes againsl Prisoners of War referred 10 in Article 
I 75(l)(a) and (b) of the CC BiH, commiued in the manner as described under Sccrions I, 2, 
3, 4, S and 6 of the operative part, and 

11 sentence of 10 (ten) years ofimprisoomcot 

for 1he criminal offense of Violating lhe Laws and Prac1iccs of Warfare referred 10 in 
Article 179(1) and (2)(d) of lhe CC BiH, commilled in 1he manner as described under 
Secrion 11 of rhe opcrarive part, 

and, based on the mentioned regulations and applying Aniclc 53(2)(b) of rhe CC BiH, 
hereby 

SENTENCES HIM 

TO A COMPOUND SENTENCE OF IMPRISONMENT FOR A TERM OF 

11 (eleven) YEARS 

II 

Pursuanr 10 Aniclc 188(1) of rhe CPC BiH, the Accused is obliged 10 reimburse the costs of 
• rhe criminal proceedings. 

111 

Pursuant 10 Anicle 198(2) of the Criminal Procedure Code of Bosnia and Herzegovina, rhe 
injured parties are hereby referred 10 rake civil action wirh lhcir claims under property law. 

Reasoning 

I. Charges 

The lndicrmenl of rhe Prosecuror's Office of Bosnia and Herzegovina number KT-RZ: 
I l 5/06, dared IO May 2007, charged Zijad Kurtovi~ wirh commiuing rhree crimes againsr 
humaniry and values prorccred by in1cma1ional law in concurrence in rhe manner described 
in 11 counts of the Indictment, namely the criminal offenses of War Crimes against 
Civilians referred 10 in Anicle I 73(1)(c), (c) and (f), War Crimes agains1 Prisoners of War 

ef<rr<d" '" Aniol, 17S(IX•) '"" (b) """:'""'"" "' L,~ ... '""'"' ,r w' 
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referred 10 in Anicle 179(1) and (2)(d) oflhe Criminal Code of Bosnia and Herzegovina, in 
conjunclion with Anicte 180(1) and Anictcs 29 and 53 of the same Code. 

The lndic1men1 was con/inned on 16 May 2007 and on 28 May 2007 the Accused pleaded 
no1 guilly on all coun1s of the lndic1men1, whereupon the case file was forwarded 10 the 1rial 
panel, which opened the main trial on 27 Augusl 2007. 

The Prosecu1ion announced 1hat they would prove the allegations stated in the Indictment 
by the statements of fonner prisoners, while the Defense announced that they would 
challenge the panicipation of the Accused in the prohibited acts by the alibi for the 
Accused. 

2. Presented Evidence 

a) Prosecution evidence 

The following witnesses for the prosecution were examined in the course of the main trial: 
Mirko Zelenika, Marinko Ljoljo, Kamilo Dumanfic, Matija Jak~ic, Branko Juric, Ivan 
Kostic, Miroslav Soko, Marinko Drdnjak, Jvan Pavlovic, Witness A, Wimess B, Alija 
Bobic, Hasan Hakalovic, Hamza Ajanovic, Halil Cucurovic, Safet Topic and Esad Sejtanic. 

The following documentary evidence was presented: Peace Agreement; CD with 
accompanying documents; Statement of the president of the UN Security Council of I 0 
May 1993; Bulletin for soldiers about the situation at the HVO front lines of I September 
1993; Copy of the ID card file of Zijad Kunovic; Order to attack by the Southeast 
Herzegovina Operations Zone HVO Second Brigade, dated 16 April 1993; Repon for the 
Communications Centre of the Supreme Command Staff, dated 19 December 1993; Repon 
from the sector Drez.nica of the HVO, PosuJje - the 5111 Brigade Posusje, dated 31 August 
1993; List of soldiers and civilians from the Drefnica parish who were detained in the 
Muslim camp in the museum Jablanica; Anachmcnt number 13, dated 9 September 1993-
refers to crimes committed in Grabovica and Drefnica; Elements of the counterintelligence 
assessment in the territory in the area of responsibilily of the Security and Information 
Service Centre Mostar, da1ed 14 April 1995; Official Note of the 6'" Corps of the Army of 
BiH, dated I 5 August 1993; lnfonnation on some clements of the political situation of the 
Ministry of Internal Affairs of BiH, dated 23 September 1993; Bulletin of the Security 
Administration of the Anny of BiH Staff, dated 3 June 1993; Excerpt from the CIPS 
database for Zijad Kunovic; the Zijad Kunovic file • Cantonal Prosecutor's Office Mostar, 
dated 2 August 2004; Cover letter enclosed with the documents which the BiH Ministry of 
Defense delivered to the Prosecutor's Office of BiH, da1cd 25 December 2006; Cenificate 
on salaries for Zijad Kunovic, dated 21 May 1996; Supplementary register file for Zijad 
Kunovic; Personal file of Zijad Kunovic; Decision of lhe Main Staff of the R BiH Armed 
Forces, dated 26 July 1995; Total overview of war units in each corps made by the 
Depanment for the organization of the armed forces, ·dated I 5 March 1993; Order of lhe 41

• 

Corps of lhe Anny of BiH, dated I 5 October 1994; Decision on commissions - promotions 
in the Army ofR BiH of the BiH Presidency, dated 18 October 1994; Proposal of1he Slaff, 
dated 6 October 1994; VOB-8 form for Zijad Kunovic, dated 13 September 2006; 
Document of the BiH Minislry of Defense • authenticated file of Zijad Kunovic, dated 8 
September 2006; Questionnaire concerning the collection of data on camps and other 
de1ention places; Provisional instructions for the work of the duty mili1ary police, dated 24 
July 1993; Command and control in brigades and independent battalions over the military 
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police, dated 3 December 1993; Order 10 anack, dated 11 September 1993; Official note, 
dated 16 May 1994; Official note, dated 14 April 1994 - Cenified copy of the Daily Repon 
of the Anny of BiH - 1hc 4•b Corps, Mili1ary Police Ba11alion; Daily Repon of lhe Anny of 
BiH, dated 7 June 1993; Instructions on the application of the international Jaw of war in 
international forces of the Army of 1he Republic of BiH from 1992 and the Order on the 
application of the international law of war from 1992; Extract from the criminal and 
opcra1ive records of the Police Adminis1ra1ion Mos1ar for Zijad Kunovic, dated 8 
November 2006; Occupancy list number 63, cadas1ral district Drdnica, and a copy of the 
cadnstral plan; Land register extract for the Dretnica Church; Photographs of the church; 
CD with photographs of the church and facilities in Donja Dretnica; Color photographs 
printed from Exhibit 65; Document of the Mostar-Duvno and Trebinje-Mrkan Diocese, 
dated 19 April 2007; International Red Cross cenificste for Marinko Dretnjak, dated 6 May 
1994; Specialist's findings and opinion, dated 14 Sep1embtr 1994; Cenilitale for Ma1ijn 
Jaksic, dated 12 April 1994; Medical history for Matija Jaksic; Decision of the Cantonal 
Administration for Issues of Veterans and Disabled Persons, dated 8 February 2006; 
Cenificate for Mirko Zelenika, dated 21 March 1994; Cenificate regarding fi1ness for 
military service for Mirko Zelenika, dated 25 September 1993; Two general mobilization 
drafts for Mirko Zelenika, dated 25 June 1993 and 31 August 1993; 14 findings and 
opinions for Mirko Zelenika; 12 findings and opinions for Miroslav Soko; Psychological 
examinalion, dated 20 January 1998; Psychologist's findings for Miroslav Soko, dated 22 
November 2005; Cenificate for Miroslav Soko, dated 6 December 2004; Opinion of the 
board for Miroslav Soko, dated 16 January 2006; Decision on the status of a disabled 
vc\eran for Miroslav Soko, dated 29 December 1997, with 1he findings for Miroslav Soko, 
dated 3 December 1997; Cenificate for Marinko Ljoljo, dated 21 March 1994; Specialist's 
findings and opinion for Marinko Ljoljo, dated 14 May 1994; Referral slip referring 
Marinko Ljoljo to hospital; Psychologist's findings for Marinko Ljoljo, da1cd 14 July 2005; 
Findings and opinion of the medical board for Marinko Ljoljo, dated 27 January 2006; 
Decision on recognizing the status of a disabled veteran for Marinko Ljoljo, dated 21 
February 2006; International Comminee of the Red Cross cenilicate for Anto Rozic, dated 
21 April 1994; Decision for Anto Rozit, dated 19 May 2006; Decision for Anto Rozit, 
dated 4 December 1997; Cenificate for Anto Rozic, dated 5 November 2004; 14 findings 
and opinions for Anlo Rozic; Certificate for Ivan Pavlovit; Letter dated 25 April 2007 -
Report of 1he Clinical Hospital Mostar for Anrun Grgic; Record of the Prosecutor's Office 
ofBiH on the examination of1he witness Mirko Zelcnika, number KT-RZ-115/06, dated 22 
August 2006; Record of the Prosecutor's Office of BiH on the examination of the witness 
Mirko Zelenika, number KT-RZ-115/06, dated 3 July 2006; Record of the Prosecutor's 
Office of BiH on the examination of the witness Marinko Ljoljo, number KT-RZ-115/06, 
dated 23 August 2006; Record of the Prosecutor's Office of BiH on the examination of the 
witness Kamilo Dumaneic, number KT-RZ-115/06, dated 4 July 2006; Record of the 
Prosecutor's Office of BiH on 1hc cxamina1ion of 1he witness Matija Jak!it, number KT
RZ-115/06, dated 21 August 2006; Record of the Prosecutor's Office of BiH on the 
examination of the witness Branko Juric, number KT-RZ-115/06, dated 18 October 2006; 
Record of the Prosecutor's Office of BiH on the examination of the witness Ivan Kostic • 
number KT-RZ-115/06, dated 23 August 2006; Record of the Prosecutor's Office ofBiH on 
the examination of the witness Miroslav Soko, number KT-RZ-115/06, dated 29 September 
2006; Record of the Prosecutor's Office of BiH on the examination of the "itness Marinko 
Dretnjak, number KT-RZ-115/06, dated 3 July 2006; Record of the Prosecutor's Office of 
BiH on the examination of the witness Ivan Pavlovic, number KT-RZ-115/06, dated 16 
November 2006; Record of Witness A; Record of Witness B; Record of the Prosccuto '_,,--=,.__ 
Office ofBiH on 1he examination of1he wi1ness Alija Bobic, number KT-RZ-115/06, 
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21 November 2006; Record of the Prosecutor's Office of BiH on the examination of the 
witness Hamza Ajanovic, number KT-RZ-115/06, dated I 3 November 2006; Repon of the 
Anny of BiH, dated 12 May 1994; Record of the Prosecutor's Office of BiH on the 
examination of the witness Hasan Hakalovic, number KT-RZ-115/06, dated 13 November 
2006; Record of the Prosecutor's Office of BiH on the examination of the witness Halil 
Cucurovic, number KT-RZ-115/06, dated 29 March 2007; Record of the Prosecutor's 
Office of BiH on the examination of !,he witness Safel Topic, number KT-RZ-1 I 5/06, dated 
29 March 2007; Record of the Prosecutor's Office ofBiH on the examination of the witness 
Esad Sej1anic, number KT-RZ-115/06, dated 21 February 2007; List of prisoners in the 
collection centre Buturovic Polje, dated 2 September 1993; List of prisoners of war in 
Bu1urovic Polje, dated 14 September 1993; Cenificate for Witness B, dated 21 March 1994; 
13 findings and opinions from the Clinical Hospital Mostar for Witness B from 2003-2005. 

b) Defense evidence 

The following witnesses for the defense were examined in the course of the main trial: Zijal • 
Mlclic, Safet Bobic, Ahmed Kunovic, Hasan Dclic, Rarniz. Alic, Omer Pinjic, Enes Pendic, 
Rasim !u~kic, Senad Pez.ic, Meho Pendic, Ibrahim Kulak, Ibrahim B~ic, Scdin Mahmic 
and Ramiz Macie. 

The following documentary evidence was presented: 
Cenifica1e of 1he Croatian Community of Herceg-Sosna HVO - Southeast Herzegovina 
operations z.one - the 2•d Brigade - 1he 3rd Independent Company Dref.nica, number O 1-
2 I 8/92, dated 22 December I 992; Handover of ammunition Croatian Community of 
Herceg-Sosna HVO - Southeast Herzegovina operations z.one - the 2°d Brigade - the 3rd 

Independent Company Dretnica, dated 25 January 1993; Dispatch note of the 3rd 

Independent Company Dre1nica, number 21/92, dated 9 November 1992; issued goods -
1he 2nd Brigade - the 3rd Independent Company Dreznica, dated 27 January 1993; Call-up 
papers for Jasmin Alic 10 go 10 the banlefield - 1he 3rd independent Company Drctnic':J 
da1ed 30 July 1992; Call-up papers for Safet Bobic 10 go 10 the battlefield - the 3 
Independent Company Dretnica, number 01-49/92; Dispatch note, the 3rd independent 
Company Drc:tnica, 15 November 1992; Joint call-up to go 10 the banlefield - the 3rd 

• 

Independent Company Dretnica, dated 30 July 1992; Joint call-up to go to the banlefield -
the 3rd independent Company Dre1.nica, dated 30 July 1992; Roster of guards in the place 
Dretnica (taken from 1he bulletin board of 1he 3rd independent Company Dreznica); 
indictment of the Cantonal Prosecutor's Office Mostar, number Kt.53/2002, dated 25 June 
2002; Submission (petition) 10 withdraw a warrant, filed by Allomcy Ncnad Gvoz.dic on 21 
June 2005; Submission (request) to withdraw a warrant, filed by Anomey Nenad Gvozdic 
on 3 November 2006; Submission (lcuer) to withdraw a warrant, filed by Attorney Ncnad 
Gvozdic on 22 June 2005; Consent of the Prosecutor's Office of HNK /Herzegovina
Ncrc1va Canion/ 10 withdraw a warrant, number Kt.53/02, dated 23 November 2005; Lener 
of the Cantonal Prosecutor's Office Moslar, number Kt.53/02, dated 18 March 2008, sent lo 
OKO /Criminal Defense Section/; Cenificale of the takeover of documen1a1ion from OKO, 
dated 24 March 2008. 
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3. Procedural Decisions 

o) Admission or Established Fotts 

On S September 2007, pursuant to Article 4 of the Law on the Transfer of Cases from the 
ICTY, in conjunction with Article 261 (I) and Article IS of the CPC BiH, the Prosecutor's 
Office £iled a motion 10 accept as proven the fact that the anned conflict between the Croat 
Defense Council and the Army of the Republic of BiH existed during the period relevant to 
the Indictment against Zijad Kurtovic. The Prosecution submits that this fact was 
established in the ICTY Judgments of both the Trial and Appeals Chambers in the case 
ugainst Mladen Naletilic, aka Tuta, and Vinko Martinovic, aka Stela, number IT-98-34, 
dated 3 I March 2003 and 3 May 2006. 

The Prosecution submits thot the first instance judgment of 31 March 2003, which became 
final on 3 May 2006, in paragraph 179 established the existence of this conflict, exactly in 
the area of the Mostor Municipality, where Drc1nic:a - the place where the relevant events 
occurred - is also located. 

Paragraph 179 reads as follows: "The Chamber is satisfied that an armed conj/icr existed 
during the time relevant lo the lndicrmenl. i.e. ar leasr between 17 April 1993 ond rhe end of 
February 1994." 

The Prosecution proposed the admission of this fact for the purpose of the efficiency of the 
proceedings and judicial economy. 

The Defense made a submission regarding the motion during the hearing held on 6 
September 2007, when the defense counsel pointed out, just as he did at the status 
conference, that he would not challenge the events, but that he would challenge the facts by 
an alibi. 
Responding to the motion, the defense counsel stated that he did not recognize the source of 
the proposed fact, but that he accepted as indisputable the fact that a conflict between the 
Army of R BiH and the HVO existed in the relevant area in September and October 1993. 

Bearing in mind such state of affairs - agreement on the essential point, on the same day, 6 
September 2007, the Court rendered a decision on the admission of the fact established in 
Paragraph 179 of the ICTY Judgment against Mladcn Naletili~, aka Tuta, and Vinko 
Martinovic, aka Stcla, number IT-98-34, dated 31 March 2003, which became final on 3 
May 2006. 

When rendering this decision, the Court took as a staning point Article 4 of the Law on 
Transfer, which reads as follows: "Ar rhe request of a parry or proprio motu, the courts, 
afier hearing rhe parties. may decide ro accepr as proven rhose facrs rhar are esrablished by 
legally binding decisions in any other proceedings by the ICTY or ro accepr documentary 
evidence from proceedings of rhe ICTY relating ro mauers at issue in rhc currenr 
proceedings. ·· 

The Court considers that the formal requirement of Anicle 4, which requires that the parties 
be granted a hearing, has been met. 

9 
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Anicle 4 gives the Coun discretion to decide whether to accept the proposed facts. Neither 
the Law on Transfer nor the Criminal Procedure Code of Bosnia and Herzegovina establish 
criteria based on which the Court could exercise its discretion. 

Anicle 4 of the Law on Transfer is drafted in tenns similar to those of Rule 94(8) of the 
ICTY Rules of Procedure and Evidence. 1 Therefore, in relation to this provision, the ICTY 
jurisprudence may provide persuasive guidance in the interpretation and application of 
Anicle 4 of the Law on Transfer. 

The Decision in the case Prosecutor v. Momtilo KrajiJnik (KrajiJnik Decision) gives the 
following criteria2 for the acceptance of adjudicated facts: 

(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 

(iv) 

(v) 
(vi) 

(vii) 
(viii) 

it is distinct, concre/e and identifiable; 
it is restricted to factual findings and does not include legal characterizationsl; 
it was contested at trial and fonns part of a judgment which has either not been 
appealed or has been finally seuled on appeal; or 
it was contested at trial and now fonns pan of a judgment which is under 
appeal, but falls within issues which are not in dispute during the appeal; 
it does not auesl 10 criminal responsibility of the Accused; 
it is no/ lhe subject of (reasonable) dispute between the Panics in the present 
case•· 

' ii is not based on plea agreements in previous cases; and 
it does not impact on the right of the Accused to a fair /riot'. 

The Coun would add the following criteria 10 the criteria established in the KrajiJnik 
Decision: in order 10 be accepted as established, the fact must not be a conclusion, opinion 
or verbal testimony; it must contain essential findings of the ICTY which have not been 
significantly changed; and it must be established in the proceedings in which the accused 
had the same interest as the accused in this case and in which the accused was given the 
right 10 defense counsel as well as the right and opportunity 10 defend himself on his own 
against the charges brought against him. Sec, for example, Popovic in the text above. 

1 Rule 94(8) reads as follows: "At the requeSI ora pfflY or proprio mo1u, • Trial Chamber, after hearing 1he 
panios, may decide 10 1alte judicial no1iec or edjudica1ed faclS or documentary evidence from other 
proceedings of 1hc Tribunal relating to maucrs Bl issue in the current proceedings."' This principle is common 
in in1erno1ional criminal law. Rules of Proctdure and £vid1nca or 1he Special Coun for Siem, Leone, ror 
example, con1ain almos1 iden1ical provision as Ruic 94(8). 

' Pro,ecutor v. Kraj/lnik, Case No. IT -00-39-PT, D1cision on Pro,ecutlon motions for judicial notice of 
adjudicated facts and for admission of wrilltn sra11m•nts of wltnusos pursuant to Rule 91bis, de1ed 28 
February 2003. All lCTY Chambers have no1 rormulaled 1hese crilcrie in 1he same mMner. See, for example, 
Pros,cu1or •· Popo•it ti ol, Case No. IT-05-SS-T, Decision on Prosecution motion for Judicial notice of 
adjudicattdfacts, 26 Scp1ember 2006, pan,graphs S-14 (Popovit Decision). 
'II is no1 en1irely clear wha1 cons1i1u1cs o lcgol charne1criza1ion. In explaining ilS version of1he same s1anderd, 
lhc Chamber in Popovit wro1e only 1h01 ii supponed lhe suggcs1ion of1he Chamber in Kra)Unlk end 1ha1 ii has 
10 be examined in each case individually. Popovlt Decision, supra, paragraph 10. 
• Sec 1hc same ProstcUJor v. Slobodan MiloJ11•it, Cose No. IT-02-54•AR73.S, Decision on 1h, Prosecution's 
in11rlocu1ory appeal against the Trial Chamber's ( 10 April 2003) Decision on Prosecution motion for Judicial 
notice of adjudicated facts (28 Oc1ober 2003) (Milolevit Decision), Separate opinion or Judge Shahabuddeen. 
' See Prosecutor v. KrajiJnik, Case No. IT-00-39-PT, Decision on third and fourth Prostcut/on motions for 
judicial notlc, of adjudicated facts, 24 Mil/Ch 2005. This tes~ inter alia, was applied in 1he IJubinac Decision, 
supra, and Prosecutor 1•, Envtr HodJlhasanovlt and Amir Kuburo, Case No. IT -01-4 7-T, Decision on judicial 
natic, of adjudicated facts following th• Motion submi111d by counsel for the accused HadJ/hasanovit und 
Kubura on 10January 100J, 14 April 200S. 
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The Court also notes, as it was done by the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda in 
the Karemero case, that it would be improper to interpret criteria (v) mentioned above so 
broadly as to supersede the rule pcrmiuing adjudicated facts: 

"The Appeals Chamber, however, has never gone so far as to suggest that judicial 
notice under Ruic 94(8) cannot extend 10 facts that "go directly or indireclly" 10 lhe 
criminal responsibility of the Accused (or \hat "bear" or "touch" thereupon). With 
due respec1 10 the Trial Chambers 1ha1 have so concluded, the Appeals Chamber 
cannot agree wi1h this proposition, as its logic, if consis1en1ly applied, would render 
Rule 94(8) a dead letter. The purpose of a criminal trial is to adjudicate the criminal 
responsibility of the Accused. Facts 1ha1 are not related, directly or indirec1ly, 10 1ha1 
criminal responsibility are not relevant 10 1he question 10 be adjudicated at 1rial, and, 
as noted above, thus may neither be established by evidence nor through judicial 
notice." (Citation omiued)6 

Accordingly, the Chamber correctly concluded that facts which attest to the acts, conduct, 
or mental state of the Accused may not be accepted as established facts. However, facts 
which anest 10 the criminal responsibility of the Accused in other ways (for example, the 
existence of a widespread and systematic auack in a ;irosecution on charges of Crimes 
against Humanity) may be accepted as established facts. 

The Court agrees with this perception, adding only that the traditional rule against 
surplusage precludes interpreting Article 4 of 1he Law on Transfer as 10 render it a dead 
lcncr. Instead, the Courts are guided by this traditional rule to infer that the drafters of 1hc 
Law on Transfer in1ended Article 4 to have meaning, and 10 the extent that the 
abovemen1ioned interpretation of the fifth Kraji.fnik principle would render Article 4 
meaningless, the Court is precluded from adopting it. Indeed, the rule against surplusage 
would have precluded the Krajisnlk Chamber from including such a factor in their test in the 
first place, had I hey intended it 10 preclude the adjudication of any relevant fac1 al all. 

In applying Article 4, the Court must also strike a balance between judicial economy and 
the Accused's right 10 a fair trial and the presumption of innocence set ou1 in Article 6 of 
1he ECHR as well as 1he procedural safeguards referred 10 in Article 6 of the CPC BiH. For 
these reasons, 1hc Coun reiterates that the acceptance of established facts as 'proven' under 
the Kraji!nik cri1eria docs not relieve 1he Prosecutor of his burden of proof nor docs ii 

• l'roseewor , •. Karemera •• al, C...t t-lo. lCTR,98-44-AR73(C). Det:lslon nn Pro.,ecutor'., ini,r/ocutorv 
appeal o/Dec/slan on judicial natlu, 16 June 2006, par11gr11ph 48. · 
1 Ibid, pantgr11ph SO, see Popqvlt Decision, paragn,ph5 12-13, and especially foo1no1c 4S (which states 1ha1 o 
proposed foci dealing wilh the cxisttn<:c of o terror campaign ogolnst Bosnian Muslim refugees does not r,, 
into 1he nanow e,cclusionnry rule rorbiddins lhe acceptance or adjudicated fac1s dealing whh 1he acts. conduc1, 
or mcntnl s1n1e of en Accused). See olso Prosecutor ,,. Go/It, Cose No. IT-98-29-AR73.2, Decision an 
lntorlocutol")• appeal concerning Rule 91bls (CJ, 7 June 2002, pnrngn,phs 8-9 (concluding 1h01 ii is pcnnissiblc 
10 accept u CSlablishcd facts relating 10 the acts and conduct of those whose superior was the Accused, e.,.n 
where the Prosecution proce<:dcd in pan on a theory of superior rcsponsibili1y): Prosecutor ,. Dragaj• 
Paunovlt, Case No. X-KR2 0S/16, Appeals Judgment, pan,gn,ph S (27 October 2006) (The existence of o 
widespread 1111d sysrcmatic a11ack againsr non•Scrb civilians in tlte 111id rcrrirory represents preci~ly such 
gener111 fact which is clear, concrete and es such does nor confinn the criminal liability of rhc Accused). Our 
see Prosecu,or v. uljko Mejoklt et of, IT--02~5, Decision on Prosecution Mo!lonfor judicial notice pursuant 
10 Rulo 94(8), I April 2004, when tlte Chamber refused 10 occep1 u established facLS related 10 the exisrt 
oron armed con0ic1 on the grounds 1ha1 the racis were considered .,100 broad, rendcnrious ond containin 
choractcriutions or facts". 

II 
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detract in any way from the presumption or innocence.1 The acceptance of a panicular fact 
as proven only means that the Prosecutor has met his burden or persuasion as to that 
panicular fact and he does not have 10 prove it funher in his case in chief. The Accused 
maintains the right to challenge any of the accepted facts in defending himself from the 
charges against him,9 as with any other factual proposition offered to support the charges 
and on which the Prosecutor had presented evidence. If the Accused does challenge an 
established fact, the Prosecutor must then present additional evidence to rebut the challenge 
of the Defense. Likewise, established facts, if admitted, are considered in light of tlie totality 
of the circumstances and in light of all the evidence produced from all sources. They arc no 
more disposi1ive than any other fact 10 

Based on the foregoing, the practice of establishing facts does not violate Article 6 of the 
ECHR or Article 6 of the CPC BiH. In addition, the Court applies the rule from the ICTY 
Krajiinik case, which provides, infer alia, for disallowing a motion for 1he acceptance of 
adjudicated facts if allowing lhc motion 'would impact on 1he right of 1he Accused to a fair 

• 

trial.' Furthermore, by o!Tering the party opposing the motion, i.e. the Defense, 10 challenge • 
the motion at the main trial and an opportunity to file a submission as a response, 1he Court 
took additional measures to ensure the fairness and integrity of the ongoing proceedings. 
Having provided the necessary procedural rights 10 the Defense, the Court may then decide 
to acccpl as proven those facts that are established by legally binding decisions in other 
ICTY proceedings pursuant to Article 4 of the Law on Transfer. 

For all the foregoing reasons, the Court has decided to accept as proven the fact of the 
existence or an anned conflict between the Anny of R BiH and the HVO, which has also 
been corroborated by other evidence presented in the course of 1he main trjal, not only the 
testimonies of both the prosecution and defense witnesses, bu\ also the documentation from 
the Archive of the Anny of R BiH, which confirms the existence of this conflict through the 
then war reports. 

b) Manner or the Examination of the Protected Witnesses 

Deciding on the Prosecution motion contained in the Indictment to order protection 
measures for the two witness who were victims or sexual violence, during the status 
conference held on 29 June 2007 the Court asked for the clarification of this motion and the 
response of the defense counsel, and then, following the repeated clarifications and di!Terent 
motions regarding the manner of the witness examination, on 27 August 2007 rendered the 

• See, for example, Salablaku v. France, European Coun of Humnn Righl5 (7 Oc1ober 1988) (s1a1ing in 1he 
rclevan1 pan 1ha1 shifting 1hc burden of proof 10 the defendant under cenaln circums111nccs docs nol viola1e !he 
pmump1ion of innocence guaran1ced by lhe European Conven1ion when ii is confined 10 'reDSOnable limil5 
which iake in10 accoun1 1hc importance of wha1 is a1 Slake and main1ain 1he rightS of 1he defence; id. 
p&Bgr11ph 28, and does no1 leave 1hc Accused 'eniirely withou1 a means of defence' or in1crfere wi1h 1he coun"s 
abilhy 10 freely evslua1e the evidence offered by all panics 10 the li1ign1ion, id. paragraph 29). 
' See Prosecu/or v. Slobodan MiloJ~lt, Case No. IT-02-S4-AR73.5, Decision on 1ha Pros,curion's 
intc,tocutory appeal aga/ns/ th• Trial Chamber's (IO April 2003) Decision on Prosecution motion for Judicial 
not le, of adjudicated Jam (28 October 2003). 
•• Sce 1hc abovcmcn1ioncd no1c 6, pamgraph 42: " ... 1hc cITcc1 is only 10 relieve the Prosccu1ion of il5 initial 
burden 10 produce evidence on the point; 1he Defense may then pul 1he point in10 queStion by introducing 
reliable and credible evidence 10 1hc con1r11ry. This appr011ch is consiS1en1 wi1h prac1icc in na1ional 
jurisdic1ions: whereas judicial no1icc of factS of common knowledge may be 1re111ed as conclusive, the final 
1djudica1ion of racl5 in judicial proceedings is 1rca1ed as conclusively binding only, Bl moSI, on 1he par,fe, 10 
1hosc proceedings." 
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decision on lhe protection of these witnesses and the manner of their examination during the 
main frial. 

The witnesses under the pseudonyms A and B, which were given to them under the 
mentioned decision, testified on I 8 October 2007. 
The public was excluded during their testimony, as it was established in the decision. 

Pursuant 10 Anicle 235 of the CPC BiH, which sripulatcs thaf the Coun may at any time, ex 
officio or on motion of the panics and lhe defense anomey, al\er hearing the panics to the 
proceedings and the defense anomey, exclude the public for the entire main trial or a pan of 
it "if it is necessary to protect the personal and intimate life of the accused or the injured or 
to protect the interest of a minor or a witness", where the protection of the personal and 
intimate life includes the protection of information from the intimate and personal life of the 
mentioned persons, and any public disclosure would seriously harm their interests, that is, 
the interests of the protection of their privacy, when rendering such a decision the Coun was 
panicularly mindful of the nature of the offense of which Witnesses A and B were victims 
and the traumas which they still feel. In such cases, despite the measure 10 protect their 
identities, a public testimony would pose a risk of disclosing their identities, and thus 
endangering their and their family's intimate and personal life. 

The details of lhe mentioned decision, which also refer to the manner of ensuring the 
protection and its explanation, are given in a wrinen copy of the decision, and therefore the 
Coun will not explain it funher here. 

c) Prosecution motion lo apply Ar1icle 273(2) or the ere BiH 

On 8 November 2007, during the main trial, lhc Prosecution submitted a motion 10 read the 
statement of the witness - injured pany Anto Rozic nt the main trial, given that the witness 
could not appear at the main trial due to his extremely difficult health condition. 
The Prosecution further pointed out that the witness could not leave his house at all due to 
his 70% disability and inability 10 walk, which also excludes the possibility of a video link 
with the court in the witness's place of residence. Supporting their allegations also by the 
medical documentation obtained from the Konjie Municipality, the Prosecution proposed 
reading the statement of this witness given in the course of the investigation, namely the 
Record of the Examination of the Witness Anto Rozic, number KT-RZ-115/06, dated 18 
October 2006. 

The defense counsel objected to this motion, pointing out that he generally disagreed with 
witnesses not being examined before the trial panel, that he did not inspect the medical 
documentation which allegedly supponed the allegations about the difficult health 
condition, but also that he opposed the expen evaluation of the health condition which 
would be carried out by the prosecution ex pen witness. 

Prior to rendering the final decision on this motion, the Court asked for additional medical 
documentation and an expert evaluation of the health condition, which would also be 
presented orally at the main trial. 

However, on 13 December 2007, during the main trial, the Prosecutor withdrew this 
witness, explaining his decision with the fact that he lost every contact with the witness. 

13 
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Therefore, the Courl no longer had reason IQ clecide on the va/Jdi1y of1he motion IQ applv 
Artjcle 273(2) of1he CPC BiH, 

d) Refusal of the prcsentalion of certain evidence 

On 29 April 2008, stating his position regarding the specified Indictment, the defense 
counsel proposed the presen1a1ion of new evidence, namely two documentary pieces of 
evidence - a historical note and a record book (war diary) of the Assistant Commander for 
Security, as well as the summoning of the witness - expcn Se fer Halilovic, confrontation of 
Hasan Delic with Witnesses A and B, confrontation of the witness Mirko Zelenika and 
Scdin Mahmic, and 1he summoning of the witness Karafic - Hmjez Mili. 

The Prosecution opposed this motion completely, pointing out in the first place that the 
Indictment was specified more stylistically than substantively and that there were no 
changes of the state of facts which would require new evidence. 
On the other hand, the Prosecution also noted the fact that the Defense had an opponunity to • 
adduce the proposed evidence both during the presentation of their evidence and in 
additional evidence, and that such behavior obviously aims at delaying the proceedings. 

Deciding on this motion, the Court primarily assessed the purpose and results of the 
amendment to the Indictment in terms of Anicle 275 of the CPC BiH, which stipulates the 
following: .. If 1he Proseculor evulua1es that 1he presented evidence indica1es a change of 
1he fac1s presenled in 1he Jndic1men1, 1he Prosecu1or may amend 1he indict men/ al 1he main 
trial. The main trial may be postponed in order 10 give adequate rime for preparation of the 
defense. In this case. 1he indic1men1 shall no1 be confirmed." 

Inspecting the Indictment filed on 10 and confirmed on 16 May 2007, the Coun found that 
the state of facts presented in the confirmed lndictmenl did not differ from the state of facts 
presented in the specified Indictment. The specified Indictment, as the Prosecution also 
stated, contains mostly stylistic changes, while the other ones (such as specifying the names 
of some of the abusers) do not constitute essential elements of the factual description which 
require additional preparation of the Defense. 

On the other hand, as the Prosecution com:ctly noted, the evidence proposed by the defense 
counsel could have been ndduced - presented during the main trial, but the Defense, 
obviously, did not find them necessary for the defense of the Accused Zijad Kunovic. 
This panicularly refers 10 \he motion 10 confront cenain witnesses. 

For all \he foregoing reasons, applying Anic!e 263(2) of the CPC BiH, which stipulates a 
possibility of disallowing a cenain ques1ion or evidence, the Coun refused the presentation 
of 1he proposed evidence as unnecessary. 

4. Closiog arguments 

a) Proscculion 

In her closing argument, the Prosecutor poin1ed out that she considered that, by the 
1es1imonies of the prosecution witnesses who were examined and the documentary evidence 
which was presented and tendered into the case file, the Prosecution proved beyond any 
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reasonable doubt that during the relevant period of time the Accused Zijad Kunovic acted 
contrary 10 the provisions of the Geneva Convention rela1ive to lhe Protection of Civilian 
Persons in Time of War of 12 August 1949, the provisions of the Geneva Convention 
relative to the Protection of Prisoners of War of 12 August 1949 and the provisions of the 
Regulations Respecting the Laws and Customs of War on Land, which arc a cons1ituent pan 
of the 4°' Convention Respecting the Laws and Customs of War on Land of 18 October 
1907. It is indisputable that the armed connict between the HYO and the Army of RBiH 
existed at the time of the commission of the criminal offenses charged against the Accused 
in the Indictment, that the Accused was a member of the Army of RBiH and that he was the 
Commander of 1he Military Police anached to the Drc2.nica Battalion during the relevant 
period of1ime. 
The witnesses agree that the person 10 whom they were handed over in late September or 
early October 1992 and who first took them to the Parish Office where they were beaten and 
interrogated and then to the church where they were detained, and later tonurcd them 
physically and mentally, humiliated them, and insulted their human dignity and their ethnic 
and religious affiliation, is exactly he - the Accused Zijad Kunovic. It is also indisputable 
that these witnesses were persons who, from the moment of falling under the power of the 
enemy until the final liberation and repa1ria1ion, enjoyed protec1ion under the 
abovementioned Conventions. 
The witness testimonies are not consistent regarding the date of detention, but they are 
consistent with respect to what they experienced in the church in Donja Dret.nica. Based on 
their testimonies, it has been established with cenainty that the Accused Zijad Kunovic, 
alone or together with Hasan Delic, Seno, Nono, Bimbo and other unknown members, beat 
them with statues of saints, rammed into their heads paintings of saints and paintings 
depicting Jesus Christ's Way of the Cross, mode them eat leaves of the Bible and other 
religious books, beat them, made them play the harmonium and sing, stubbed out cigarcucs 
on the neck and shoulders of Witness A, forced Witnesses A and B to have oral sex, forced 
them to catch a live wire with their bare hands, applied measures of intimidation and terror, 
and treated them inhumanely in other ways. 
In her closing arguments, the Prosecutor also briefly referred 10 the defense evidence, 
although, as she pointed out in her closing arguments, with all due respect for the right to a 
defense, ii does not deserve much auention . 
The Prosecutor objected ro the credibility of the lesrimonies of 1he defense witnesses who 
were examined, holding that they presented a number of untru1hs in their testimonies, so 
that the truth and the criminal liability of the Accused would not be established. 
The Prosecutor also challenged the probative force of the defense documentary e\'idenec, 
submining that it proved what was already known to everyone and what was not the subject 
of this proceeding at all. 
Finally, submitting that the Prosecutor's Office or BiH proved beyond any reasonable doubt 
that at the time of the armed connict between the HYO and the Army of RBiH, in violation 
or the rules of international law, the Accused Zijad Kunovic commined the criminal 
offenses in the manner, al the time and al the place stated in the factual description of 1he 
operative pan of the amended Indictment, the Prosecutor proposed that he be found guilty 
and sentenced to imprisonment which would at least to some extent give satisfaction 10 1he 
detainees in the church of All Saints in Donja Drcinica, which would at leasl to some ex1en1 
lessen the scars on their bodies and souls, and contribute to the reconciliation and 
coexistence in BiH, as well as that the trial panel, when meting out the punishment, lakes as 
aggravating circumstances lhe prior convictions of the Accused, his capacity at the time of 
the commission of the criminal offenses and the unscrupulousness and monstrosity whi 
he showed in the commission thereof. 
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The Prosecutor also proposed that the custody of the Accused Zijad Kunovic be ordered 
pursuant 10 Anicle 138(1), in conjunction with Anicle 132(l)(d) of the CPC BiH. 

At the beginning of his closing argument, the defense counsel proposed that a verdict 
acquining the Accused Zijad Kunovic of the charges be rendered, submining that the 
Prosecution did not prove beyond any reasonable doubt that the Accused commilled the acts 
charged against him in the Indictment, which he would try to prove in his closing argument. 
Referring first 10 the Prosecution allegations in the closing argument, the defense counsel 
challenged their truth and objectivity, submitting that the Prosecutor took the relevant event 
100 personally and conveyed her emotions to the coumoom, which is ccnainly inadmissible. 
II is indisputable that the armed conflict between the HVO and the Army of the Republic of 
BiH existed and that the Accused was a member of the Army of RBiH; however, it is 
disputable whether the Military Police Platoon existed and whether the Accused was its 
commander. There is not a single wriuen trace from which it could be indisputably 
concluded that a Military Police Platoon existed within the Drctnica Independent Banalion, 
let alone that its commander during the relevant period of time was exactly the Accused. 
The investigation failed 10 take the action which, in the opinion of the Defense, was 
necessary, namely the identification of the person against whom the proceedings arc 
conducted, while the subsequent identification of the Accused by the witnesses in the 
courtroom may be characterized as self-evident identification, since it is logical that the 
person sining next 10 his defense counsel is the person against whom the proceedings are 
conducted. 
Analyzing the subjective prosecution evidence, the defense counsel pointed out that it is 
imprecise and inconsistent, internally cont.radictory and cont.radictory to other presented 
evidence. It is indisputable that the prosecution witnesses are personally interested in the 
outcome of the proceedings, in other words, that someone is punished for all the evil they 
suffered, but it cannot be established beyond any reasonable doubt from their testimonies 
that it was exactly the Accused who commined that. fl is evident that the mentioned 
witnesses significantly changed their testimonies at the main trial in comparison with their 
statements given during the investigation, which cannot be justified by the passage of time 
and the fact that memories fade; the truth is one and unchangeable, while everything else is 
pan of a construction which is subject 10 changes. 
The defense counsel also objected to the Prosecution documentary evidence, finding it 
unreliable, given that it was compiled long afler the events relevant to the Indictment, more 
precisely after 1996. 
Contrary to the foregoing, the defense evidence, panicularly the alibi, is su!ftcicn\ 10 cast 
doubt on the prosecution evidence and lead to an unequivocal conclusion that the Accused 
did not have the status of the commander of the military police platoon during the relevant 
period of time and did not commit the acts charged against him in the Indictment, since he 
was at another place during the relevant period of time. 
Such a conclusion can be drawn from the 1es1imonies"of all defense witnesses, which should 
be given credibility because they are consistent and unchangeable, while some of the 
witnesses even incriminate themselves in their testimonies. 
The Defense also objects to the application of the CC BiH, submining that the CC SFR Y 
should be applied in the present case as the law which was applicable at the time of the 
commission of the criminal offense and as the law which is more lenient to the perpetrator. 
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The defense counsel finds irTelevant the prior convictions of his client, which by no means 
can be taken as an aggravating circumstance in the present case. 

5. Applicable Law 

As regards the applicable substantive law, the Defense objected to the application of the 
Criminal Code or BiH, pointing out that the Criminal Code of SFRY, which was applicable 
at the time of the events concerned, should be applied. According to the Defense, the 
application of any Law other than the CC of SFR Y, which was applicable in the period 
relevant to this case, amounts to a violation of the principle of legality. The Defense referTed 
to Article 7(1) of the ECHR and Article 15(1) of the International Covenant on Civil and 
Political Rights. 

Article J of the CC Bil-I stipulates the principle of legality, that is, that criminal offenses and 
criminal sanctions shall be prescribed only by law and that no punishment or other criminal 
sanction may be imposed on any person for an act which, prior to being perpetrated, has not 
been defined as a criminal offense by law or international law, and for which a punishment 
has not been prescribed by law. FunherTnore, Article 4 of the CC BiH stipulates that the law 
that was in effect at the time when the criminal offense was perpetrated shall apply to the 
perpetrator of the criminal ofTense; if the law has been amended on one or more occasions 
afler the criminal offense was perpetrated, the law that is more lenient 10 the perpetrator 
shall be applied. 

The principle of legality is also stipulated under Article 7(1) of the ECHR. The European 
Convention for the Protection of ~luman Rights supersedes all legislation of BiH pursuant to 
Article 2(2) of the BiH Constitution. FurtherTnorc, this provision of the ECHR stipulates the 
general principle prohibiting a heavier penalty than the one that was stipulated at the time 
when the criminal offense was committed, but does not stipulate the application of the most 
lenient law. 

Article 4a of the CC BiH stipulates that Articles J and 4 of the CC BiH shall not prejudice 
the trial and punishment of any person for any act or omission which, at the time when it 
was committed, "was criminal according 10 1he general principles of in1erna1iona/ /aw. " 
Article 7(2) of the ECHR stipulates the same exemption, providing that paragraph I of the 
same Article " ... shall no/ prejudice 1he I rial and p11nishmen1 of any person for any oc/ or 
omission which. at the time when ii was commiued, was criminal according ro the general 
principles of law recognized by civilized no/ions". (See also Article I 5(1) and (2) of the 
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, which contains similar provisions. The 
State of Bosnia and Her.i:egovina, as a successor of Yugoslavia, ratified this Covenant.) 

This provides the possibility to dcpan, under the described circumstances, from the 
principles laid down in Articles 3 and 4 of the CC BiH (and Article 7( I} of the ECHR) and 
from the application of the criminal code applicable at the time of the commission of the 
criminal offense and the application of a more lenient law in proceedings constituting 
criminal offenses under international law. 

The Court points out that the crimes for which the Accused has been found guilty constitute 
crimes under international customary law and thus fall under "general principles of 
in1erna1ional law" stipulated under Aniclc 4a of the Law on Amendments to the CC 13i 
and "general principles of law recognized by civilized nalions" stipulated under A 
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7(2) of the ECHR, and thus the CC BiH can be applied in this case on the basis of these 
provisions. 

Funhennore, the fact that the criminal acts listed in Anicle 173 of the CC BiH can also be 
found in the law which was in effect at the relevant time period - at the time of the 
perpetration of the offense, specifically under Article 142 of the CC SFRY, which also 
applies 10 the criminal acts listed in Article 175 of !he CC BiH - or Aniele 144 of the CC 
SFR Y and Anicle 179 of the CC BiH or Anicle I 42(2), Article 148 and Article IS I of the 
CC SFR Y, means that these criminal offenses were also punishable under the then 
applicable criminal code, which additionally suppons the conclusion of the Court regarding 
the principle of legality. 

The foregoing is in line with the position of the Appellate Division of Section I of the Court 
of BiH taken in its Verdict against Abduladhim Maktouf number K.P2. 32/0S, dated 4 April 
2006, and the Verdict against Dragoje Paunovic number KP2. OS/I 6, dated 27 October 
2006. The Constitutional Coun of Bosnia and Herzegovina deliberated on this issue in the • 
A. Mak1ouf Appeal (AP 178S/06) and stated in its Decision dated 30 March 2007: "68. In 
practice, legislation in all countries of fonner Yugoslavia did not provide a possibility of 
pronouncing either a sentence of life imprisonment or long 1enn imprisonment, as often 
done by the International Criminal Tribunal for crimes commined in the territory of the 
fonner Yugoslavia (the cases of Krstic, Galic, etc.). Al the same time, the concept of the CC 
SFR Y was such that ii did not stipulate either long tenn imprisonment or life sentence but 
death penalty for the gravest crimes and maximum 15 year imprisonment for less serious 
crimes. Hence, it is clear that a sanction cannot be separated from the totality of goals 
sought 10 be achieved by the criminal policy at the time of application of lhe law." "69. In 
this context, the Constitutional Coun holds that it is not possible 10 simply 'eliminate' the 
sanction and apply other, more lenient, sanctions, so that the most serious crimes would in 
practice be left inadequately sanctioned.• 

In the opinion of the Panel, the principle of mandatory application of a more lenient law is 
ruled out in the trial of criminal offenses for which at the time of the commission it was 
absolutely predictable and commonly known that !hey were contrary to the general rules of 
in1ema1ional law. In the specific case, it is taken as established that the Accused had to • 
know that in the state of war application of international rules has priority and 1ha1 a 
violation of in1erna1ionally protected values carries heavy consequences. If the provision of 
Articles 173 and 17S of the CC BiH is analyzed, it is obvious that it has been clearly s1a1ed 
that the body of this criminal offense includes, inter alia, elements of violation of 
in1cma1ional rules. This makes this group of offenses special, because it is not sufficient 
only 10 commit such criminal offenses through certain physical activity, but what is 
necessary is the awareness that the international rules are being violated by the commission 
and lhe assumption that lhe accused must know that lhe period of war or conOict or 
hostilities is especially sensitive and especially protected by the commonly accepted 
principles of international law and, as such, the offense gains an even greater significance 
and its commission carries even more serious consequences than an offense commined in 
another period. 
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Also, al the lime when the criminal offenses were commiued, Bosnia and Herzegovina, o.s a 
successor s1a1e of SFR Y, was a signa1ory pany to all relevant international conven1ions on 
human righ1s and in1crnational humanitarian and/or criminal Jaw. 11 

Also, customary status of criminal responsibiliry for Crimes against Humanity and War 
Crimes against Civilians and individual responsibility for war crimes commiucd in 1992 
was n:cognizcd by the UN Secrctary-General 12

, the International Law Commission13, as 
well as jurisprudence of the ICTY and the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda 
(ICTR)1 

• These institutions have established that criminal responsibility for Crimes against 
Humanity and War Crimes against Civilians constitutes a peremptory nonn of international 
law or jus cogens. 15 That is why it appears undisputable rhat Crimes against Humanity and 
War Crimes against Civilians constituted pan of cusromary inrernarional law in 1992. This 
conclusion was confinned by the Study on Customary International Humanitarian Law16 

conducted by the International Comminee of the Red Cross. According to that S1udy 
"serious violations of international humanitarian law constitute war crimes" (Ruic 156), 
"individuals arc criminally responsible for war crimes they commi1" (Rule 151) and "S1a1cs 
must investigate war crimes allegedly committed by their nationals or anned forces, or in 
their territory, and, if appropriate, prosecute the suspcc1s. They must also investigate other 
war crimes over which they have jurisdiction and, if appropriate, prosecute the suspects" 
(Ruic 158). 

According 10 the universal jurisdiction principle, customary international humanitarian law 
is obligatory for each state throughout the world, regardless of whether it has ratified the 
appropriate international legal instruments. Therefore, each state is bound to prosecute or 
extradite (au/ dedere 0111 j11dicare) all persons suspected of having violated cus1omary 
in1ernational humani1arian law. 

Principles of in1crna1ional law recognized in the UN General Assembly Resolution 95 (I) 
(1946) as well as by the International Law Commission (1950) refer to "1he Numbcrg 
Charter and the Judgment or the Tribunal", hence 10 war crimes in general. "Principles of 
International Law Recognized in 1he Chaner of the Numbcrg Tribunal and in the Judgment 
of the Tribunal", which were adopted by the International Law Commission in 1950 and 
submiued to the General Assembly, prescribe in Principle I that "Any person who commits 
an act which cons1itutcs a crime under international law is responsible therefore and liable 
10 punishment". Principle II also prescribes: "The fact that internal law does not impose a 

" This par,/cularly Inc/mks: The Com'flntlon on G1nocld1 (IU8): The G,nuva Conventions (1949) and their 
additional Protocols (1977): The Com-.ntlon on SIO\'Ory amanded in /9S6: Tho Com-.ntion on Racial 
Discrimination (/966): The International Covenant on CM/ and Political Rights (/966): The Conv,ntlon on 
the Non-Applicability of Statutory limitations to War Crimes ond Crime, agoi11.1t Humanity (1968): nu, 
Conwrntlon on Apartheid (/97)); Tho Convention an tho £/Im/notion of All Forms of Discrimination against 
Women (/979): The UN Convention against Torture (/984). 
" Ropart of the UN Secretary-General pursuant to Paragraph 1 of Security Council Resolution 808 of J May 
199), sections )4-JS and 47-48 
11 International law Commission, Commentary to the Drafi Code ofCrimu against the f'oac, and Security of 
Mankind (1996) 
1
' /CTY, Appeals Chamber, Tadit casa. Dacls/on on the CH/ens, Motion for Interlocutory App,al on 

Jurlsdlct/011, 1 October 199$, paragraph ISi: ICTY, Trial Cham~,. Judgment In the Tadit case. dated 7 May 
1997. paragroplu 618-6]) 
11 

/nttrnat/ona/ l.tM Commission, Commentary to the Drafi Articles on Re:ponslblli,y of Stoics fo 
lntarnatlonaf/y Wrongful Acts (100/), Artlc/116 
16 

Jean-Marls HenchaerlS and 1.oulse Doswald-Btck. Customary lnt,rnational Humanitarian Low, 
Cambridge Unr,crsiry Press. lOOS, pages S68 et seq. 
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penally for an ac1 which cons1i1u1es a crime under international law does not relieve the 
person who committed 1he act from responsibility under international law". 

Therefore, 1he criminal olTenses of War Crimes against Civilians and War Crimes agains1 
Prisoners of War should in any case be placed under "general principles of international 
law" referred 10 in Aniele 3 and Anicle 4(a) of the CC BiH. That is why, regardless of 
whe1her viewed from the aspect of cus1omary in1erna1ional law, in1erna1ional treaty law or 
"the principles of in1ema1ional law", it is indisputable that Crimes against Humani1y and 
War Crimes against Civilians constituted criminal offenses at the critical time; in other 
words, the principle of legality was complied with in the sense of both nu//um crimen sine 
lege and nu/la poena sine lege. 

Therefore, the criminal offenses of War Crimes agains1 Civilians and War Crimes agains1 
Prisoners of War and the criminal olTense of Violating the Laws and Practices of Warfare 
constitu1ed criminal olTenscs also in the relevant period of time. 

6. Findings or the Court 

a) General considerations regarding the evaluation or evidence 

The Coun has assessed 1he evidence in 1his case in accordance with the applicable 
procedural code, 1ha1 is, the Criminal Procedure Code of Bosnia and Hel"legovina. The 
Coun has applied to the Accused the presumption of innocence referred to in Anicle 3 of 
the CPC BiH, which embodies a basic principle of law, so that the Prosecution bears the 
onus of proving 1he guilt of the Accused, which has to be proven beyond reasonable doubt. 

When evaluating the evidence of the witnesses that testified before the Coun, the Coun has 
considered their demeanor, conduct and character as much as this was possible. With regard 
10 all the witnesses, the Coun has also considered the probability, consistency and other 
evidence, as well as 1he circumstances of lhe case. Funhcrmore, throughou1 1he proceedings 
the Coun has been conscious of the fact that the credibility ofwi1nesses depends upon their 
knowledge of 1hc facts 1hey gave evidence about, 1heir integrity, honesty and the fact that 
they pledged to speak the truth in terms of 1hc oath they took. 

It is insufficiem 1h011he evidence given by a wimcss has been given honestly. The 1rue issue 
in relation 10 identification evidence is not whether it has been given hones1ly, but also 
whether it is reliable. The Trial Panel has been conscious, throughout the proceedings, that 
evidence aboul facts thal occurred some1imes (many) years prior to giving evidence 
involves inherenl uncenainties due 10 vagaries of human perception and recollection of 
1raumatic events. 

As regards hearsay evidence, 1hc Coun underlines 1ha1 it is well senled in the prac1ice and 
jurisprudence of the Coun that hearsay evidence is admissible. Funhermore, pursuant to 
Anicle 15 of the CPC BiH, the Coun is free in i1s evaluation of evidence. The approach 
taken by the Coun has been that it ought 10 be satisfied that such evidence is reliable in the 
sense of being voluntary, 1ru1hful and trustwonhy. Funhermore, the probative value of a 
hearsay statement will depend upon the context and character of the evidence in question 
and/or if the evidence has been corroborated by other pieces of evidence. 
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The Coun considered circumslantial evidence as being such evidence of circumslanccs 
surrounding an even\ or olTensc from which a facl al issue may be reasonably inferred. The 
individual items of such evidence may by themselves be insufficienl 10 esu1blish a fac1, bul, 
taken 1oge1her, lheir collec1ive and cumula1ive elTecl may be revealing and somelimes 
decisive. 

In 1hc prcsenl case, 1he documen1ary evidence has nol been voluminous. Already in 1he 
course of adducing lhe evidence al lhe hearing held on 10 January 2008, lhe Defense 
pointed out that they would nol object lo adducing any prosecution documentary evidence, 
while lhey would present their final assessment of the eviden1iary proceedings in the closing 
argument However, at the hearing held on 24 April 2008, the Defense challenged the 
au1hen1ici1y of cenain evidence and panicularly poin1ed oul that cenain documents were not 
drafted by authorized persons. 

In order 10 assess 1hc au1hentici1y of documen1s, 1he Coun considered 1hem in ligh1 of 
evidence such as other documentary evidence and witnesses' testimonies. In addilion, even 
when lhe Coun was salislied wilh lhe au1hen1icily of a panicular documenl, il did nol 
automalically accepl the s1a1cmcnts contained 1hcrcin 10 be aceurale ponrayal of 1he feels. 
The Coun indeed evaluated these statements in light of the entire evidence before il. 

Also, Anicle 15 of 1he CPC BiH established lhe principle of free evaluation of evidence, 
which gives the Coun the righl to evalua1e lhe exislence or non-exislence of facls freely; 
lhat is, when assessing whelhcr a cenain fact exisls or nor, the Coun is not bound by or 
limited 10 special formal evidentiary rules. The weighr of evidence is not dclermincd in 
advance, either in terms of quality or quantily. In terms of the free evaluation of evidence, 
the Coun is obliged to conscientiously assess every piece of evidence individually and in 
relation wirh lhe rest of evidence and, based on such assessment, draw a conclusion whether 
a panicular fact is proven. The evaluation of evidence includes irs logical and psychological 
evaluarion. The free evaluation of evidence is limiled by rhe principle of legalily of 
evidence. 

Aniclc IO of the CPC Bili defines lhe concepl of unlawful evidence, stipularing 1ha1 
information obrained or presenred in an unlawful manner is considered as legally invalid 
evidence. Evidence obrained through a violalion of fundamental human rights and freedoms 
or 1hroush an csscn1i11l viol:uion of the procedural law is defined ns unlawfully ob1aincd 
evidence, which, 1oge1her wi1h evidence obtained in an unlawful manner, consti1u1es legally 
invalid evidence, on which a coun decision may not be based. 

The issue of unlawfulness of evidence may be classified in three basic categories: 
I. evidence obrained through violations of cenain fundamental rights and freedoms, 
2. evidence for which 1hc law cxplicirly stipula1es 1ha1 may not be used when rendering 

a coun decision in criminal proceedings, 
3. evidence which would nol be obtained by rhe prosecurion au1hori1ies withou1 

information from unlawful evidence (so-called fruils ofa poisonous tree) 

Aniclc 274(2) of the CPC BiH speaks about 1hc authenticity of panicular pieces of 
evidence, which have to be lhe original writing, documenl, record, recording, pholograph or 
similar counterpan. The CPC BiH defines the tenn "original" under Anicle 20(p), staring 
lhat it refers to wriring, recording or similar counterpan inrended 10 have the same e!Tecl 
a person writing, recording or issuing ii. This subparagraph defines the rerm "original" 
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10 include pholographs, and/or negalives or any copy lherefroni. Anicle 20(r) of the CPC 
BiH defines 1he term "duplicate" for lhe purpose of criminal proceedings, s1a1ing 1ha1, by 
using scienlific advancemenls, cenain procedures (copying, enlarging, minimizing, re
recording, reproduclion) are used 10 make duplicales from 1hc original and matrix. Various 
lechnical recordings, if they were obtoined under the conditions and in the manner 
slipulalcd by the CPC BiH, may be used as evidence in criminal proceedings. However, a 
verdicl may nol be based only on recordings as the sole evidence, because that challenges 
Anicle 6(2) (the presumplion of innocence) and Anicle 8 of 1he ECHR (the righl 10 respccl 
for priva1e and family life) - sec Schenk v. Swilzerland, Judgmenl of 12 July 1998, Series 
A, number 140. Funhermore, Aniclc 20(s) of lhe CPC BiH defines lhe 1erm 
"1elccommunica1ion address", which, according 10 this code and for the purposes of 
criminal proceedings, means any lelcphone number, eilher landline or cellular, or e-mail or 
imemel address. Whal is imponanl for 1he 1erm "1elecommunica1ion address", as specified 
under subparagraph (s), is that a cenain address is held or used by a person. 

The issue whelher documenls whose contcnl is imponant for the evidenliary procedure arc • 
originals or photocopies is ol\en problematic. Although, in principle, there is a posilion lhat 
il is necessary 10 submil original documcnls lo the coun, this posilion in ilself docs not 
exclude lhe possibility of using a copy of a document as lawful evidence. The Supreme 
Coun of lhe Republic of Croa1ia, in i1s Decision number I Kt-645/0 I, says lhe following: 

"The accused arc right when they say that all documents which have probative value 
should be submitted in original, which in the presenl case was not done with the 
record of the queslioning of the suspect NS, dated 8 May 1999 (sheel 72-74 of the 
case file), nor did the firsl inslance coun, despile ils effons, succeed in oblaining the 
original during the proceedings. However, conlrary 10 lhe argumenls Slated in the 
appeal, it cannol be accep1ed lhal lhis is unlawful evidence in lerms of Anicle 9(2) 
of lhc CPC only because of lhis formal omission, given that the accused S docs not 
challenge the au1hen1icity of that record, and lhat il was nol oblained by brcachins 
the defense righls guaranleed by lhc Cons1i1u1ion, the law or intema1ional law, 
while, also during lhc main trial when he presented his defense, 1he Accused himself 
s1a1ed he main1ained 1hal defense, which was then read oul and for which he said • 
lhal what was read oul was exaclly what he had stated 10 lhe law enforcement 
aulhorities. In addilion, given that 1hc accused S completely denies the commission 
of lhe offense, il is inadmissible thal the conlcslcd judgmenl be based on that 
evidence, and therefore, even if it would be accepled lhat this is evidence referred 10 
in Anicle 9(2) of the CPC, the ground for appeal for the unlawful viola1ion referred 
10 in Anicle 367(2) of the CPC would not be satisfied." 

The European Coun of Human Righls (hereinafter: the ECtHR) established a general rule 
according to which national couns deal with lhe evaluation of evidence. As for decisions of 
the European Coun of Human Rights (hereinafter: the EClHR), a general rule was 
established according to which national courts deal with the evaluation of evidence. Since 
!here is no explicil provision about this in lhe Convenlion, lhe ECtl-lR did nol go to the 
exlenl of setting the rules aboul evidence and firmly maintoined ils position 1hat its task is 
not 10 judge whether evidence was properly accepted al the trial, which is in principle an 
issue regulated in accordance with lhe national law, but to eslablish whclher lhe coun 
proceedings were fair as a whole. When considering whether a trial was fair or not, the 
Court examines the manner in which evidence was obtained and, if it was obtained in 
viola1ion of any righl of the Convcnlion, 1hc nalurc of that violation. Weight is given to lhc 
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issue whelher a verdicl of guihy was based exclusively or mos1ly on con1es1ed evidence and 
whether 1hc defense rights were sufficicn1ly respected. The principle according 10 which 1he 
rules aboul evidence arc an issue regulalcd by the national law was established in 1hc 
Schenk v. Switzerland case and confirmed by that court on numerous occasions thereafter. 
The EC1HR 100k the following position: 

Although Article 6 of the Convention guarantees the right 10 a fair trial, ii does not lay down 
any rules on the admissibilily of evidence as such, which is therefore primarily a mauer for 
regulation under national law. Hence, the Court cannot, in principle or generally, exclude a 
possibility that unlawfully obtained evidence of this type may be accep1cd. 

In the Khan v. the United Kingdom case, the ECtHR took the position that 1he use of 
evidence obtained in violation of the rights set forth in the Convention docs not necessarily 
conflict with the right to a fair trial. It was not suggested in this case that the right lo a fair 
1rial necessarily implies 1hc exclusion of evidence obtained in violation of Article 8, but that 
the verdict of guilty based solely on evidence ob1ained 1hrough unlawful ac1s of the criminal 
prosecution authorities con0ic1s with legal provisions and is not in accordance wi1h Article 
6. Dismissing the appeal filed by the appellant, the Court noted 1hat he had ample 
opportuni1y 10 challenge 1hc au1henticity of that recording and 1ha1 it is at the discre1ion of 
national courts to exclude evidence if they think that its admission would render a trial 
unfair. 

As for the case Jaw of 1he lntcma1ional Criminal Tribunal for 1he former Yugoslavia, a 
posi1ion is taken that the Rules do not contain a single rule pertaining 10 1he exclusion of 
unlawfully obtained evidence and that, as i1 was confirmed in lhe Kardic case, "even if 1he 
illegality was es1ablishcd [ ... ] [w]c have come to the conclusion thal [ ... ] evidence ob1ained 
by eavesdropping on an enemy's 1clephone calls during 1he course of a war is certainly not 
within the conduct which is referred 10 in Rule 95. h's not antithetical to and certainly 
would not seriously damage the integrity of the proceedings." Such a position was also 
accepted in the decision of the Trial Chamber in the Brdanin case, daled 3 Oc1ober 2003. 

Hence, when evaluating 1he evidence, 1he Court struck a balance bclwccn the fundamen1al 
righ1s of lhc Acc\lsed and the essential in1cres1s of 1hc criminal prosecution of a person 
accused of grave violations of in1cmational humanitarian Jaw. 

b) General choractcrisrics or the criminal offense of War Crimes against Civilians 

Pursuan1 10 the Indictment of 1he Prosccu1or's Office, the Accused, inter alia. has been 
charged wi1h 1he commission of the criminal a/Tense of War Crimes against Civilians in 
viola1ion of Aniclc I 73(1)(c), (c) and (t), which reads: 

"Whoever in violation of rules of international law in time of war, armed conflict or 
occupation, orders or perpetrates any of the following uc1s: 

c) killings, intentional infliction of severe physical or mental pain or suffering upon a 
person (torture), inhuman treatment, biological, medical or other scientific 
experiments, taking of tissue or organs for the purpose of transplantation, immem·e 
suffering nr violation of bodily integrity or health; 
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e) coercing another by force or by threat of immediate auack upon his life o~ limb, or 
the life or limb of a person close to him, to sexual intercourse or an equivalent 
sexual act (rape) or forcible pros1itu1ion, applicalion of measures of intimidation 
and terror, taking of hos/ages, imposing collective punishment, unlawful bringing in 
concentration camps and other illegal arrests and detention, depriva1ion of rights 10 
fair and imparlial trial, forcible service in lhe armed forces of enemy's army or In 
its intelligence service or administration; 

j) forced labor, starva1ion of the population, property confiscation, pillaging, illegal 
and self-willed destruction and stealing on large scale of property that is nor 
justified by military needs, raking an illegal and disproportionate contribUlion or 
requisition, devaluation of domestic money or the unlawful issuance of money, 

shall be punished by imprisonment for a term not less 1han 1en years or /ong-lerm 
imprisonment." 

The general clements of 1he criminal offense of Crimes agains1 Civilians, which need 10 be • 
proven by the Prosecu1ion, follow from 1hc legal defini1ion !hereof: 

1. The acl of 1he perpe1ra1or mus1 be commined in viola1ion of 1he rules of 
in1cma1ional law; 

11. The violalion musl lake place in lime of war, anned connic1 or occupa1ion; 
111. The ac1 of the perpelnllOr mus1 be n:la1ed to war, armed connic1 or occupation; 
iv. The perpe1ra1or must order or perpe1rate 1hc acl. 

i. The act of the perpetrator must be committed in ,·iolation of international law 

The Indictment charges 1he Accused Zijad Kunovic with Crimes against Civilians in 
viola lion of Anicle 173 of 1he CC BiH, namely, tha1 in 1he relevan1 period he ac1ed con1rary 
10 Anicle 3(l)(a) and (c) of the Geneva Conven1ion relative to 1he Proleclion of Civilian 
Persons in Time of War from 1949 (hereinafter: lhe Geneva Conven1ion). 

Anicle 3(1)(a) and (c) of1hc Geneva Convenlion reads: 
"In the case of armed conjlicl not of an international character occurring in 1he rerrilory of 
one of the High Contracting Parries, each Parry to the conflict shall be bound to apply, as a 
minimum. 1he following provisions: 

I) Persons raking no active part in 1he hos1i/ities, including members of armed forces w/ro 
ha,•e laid down 1heir arms and 1hose placed hors de combat by sickness, wounds, detention, 
or any other cause, shall in all circumstances be treated humanely, wi1hou1 any adl'erse 
distinction founded on race, color, religion or faith, sex, birth or wealth, or any a/her 
similar criteria. 

To this end the following acts, among others, are and shall remain prohibited at any rime 
and in any place whatsoever with respecl to /he above-menlioned persons: 

a) violence 10 life and person, in particular murder of al/ kinds, mu1i/a1ion. cruel 
1rea1ment and 1ar111re: 

c) au/rages upon personal dignity, in partlcular, humiliating and degrading 
treatment:" 
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Article 2(b) o(rhc Prorocol Addicional 10 che Geneva Convenrions of 12 Augus1 1949, and 
relating to the Protection of Victims or International Anned Conflicts (Protocol I) provides: 
"'Rules of international law applicable in armed conflict' meons the r11/es opplicable in 

armed conflict set forth in international agreements to which the Parties to the conflict are 
Parties and the generally recognized principles and rules of international law;" 

Common Article 3 of the Geneva Convention from 1949 is generally considered a provision 
or customary law and it is binding on all parties 10 a conflict, either internal or international, 
and therefore this provision was in effect at the time and in the place or the incidents 
charged against the Accused. 
When interpreting this provision, it is clear that it is not necessary that the perpetrator be 
aware of or intends to violate international norms, but rather it is sufficient that the 
commission itself is contrary 10 the rules of international law. 
In order 10 establish a violation of the rules of international law, it is necessary to establish 
against whom the commission was directed, that is, whether the act was directed against the 
special category of population protected by Article 3( I) of the Geneva Convention. 
According to the definition of the term protected categories contained in Article 3( I) of the 
Geneva Convention, civilians are persons not taking part in hostilities, including members 
of armed forces who have laid down their arms and/or those placed hors de combat.11 

Moreover, Protocol I Additional to the Geneva Conventions defines civilians in the ne/iativc 
by stating that civilians arc "those persons who arc not members of the armed forces". 

Article 43(1) of Protocol 1 prescribes that: 19 

"the armed forces of a Party to a conflict consist of all organized armed forces, groups and 
units which are under a command responsible to that Party for the conduct of ils 
subordinates, even if that Party is represented by a government or an authority not 
recognized by an adverse Party. Such armed forces shall be subject 10 an internal 
disciplinary system which, inter alia, shall enforce compliance with the rules of 
international law applicable in armed conflict" . 

Thus, a~rt from members of the armed forces, every person presem in a territory is a 
civilian. Article SO of Protocol I further considers that the civilian population is made up 
of all persons who arc civilians and that the presence within that civilian population of 
individuals who do not come within chc definicion of civilians docs not deprive the 
population of its civilian character. The Article also states that in case of doubt, a person 
should be considered 10 be a civilian. 

Therefore, considering the definition of the term "civilian", explicitly stating that civilians 
are all persons who are not taking part in hostilities and who are not members of the armed 

" Pros,c11tor v. 8/ogojevlt tmd Joklt, Cnse No. IT-02-60-T, Judgmen1. 17 Jonuary 2005, paragraph 544. 
11 

J. Piclet et al, Commentary, Protocol Addi1ional 10 the Geneva Conven1ions of 12 August 1949, ond rela1ing 
10 1he Pro1ec1ion of Victims orln1emntional Armed Connicts (Protocol I), 8 June 1977, p. 610. 
" Besides pointing 10 Anicle 43 of Addilional Pro1ocol I, Article SO ("DeOni1ions or civilian, and civilian 
population") or 1he same protocol also makes explici1 reference 10 Article 4(A) of the Third Geneva 
Con>'Clltion conccming those included in the definition of armed forces. The Commcnlary 10 Article SO of 
Additional Protocol 1, however, suucsts 1ha1 Article 43 or Additional Protocol I con1ains a new dclini1ion 1 
:eludes 1he provisions of Article 4(A) or the Third Genevo Convcn1ion; see supra no1e 4, p. 611. 

Sec supra no1e 4, p. 6 I I. 
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forces, it is clear \hat all the persons injured by unlawful conduct of the Accused described 
in Sections I, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10 of the operative pan were civilians. Therefore, the 
op1ion of panicipntion in a combat is ruled out. None of these persons had weapons. They 
were not in a position to light, while the act the Accused is charged with was directed 
agains1 civilians of an ethnicity different from the ethnicity of the military force that 
controlled the territory where the civilians lived. This category of civilians is especially 
pro1tc1ed by international law. Injuries to lifo and bodily integrity inflicted upon this 
category arc especially forbidden. Therefore, it is obvious that the criminal acts referred to 
in tl!e Indictment, which, as it will be explained in the text below, the Accused committed, 
were contrary to the rules of international law, namely Anicle 3(1)(a) and (c) of the Geneva 
Convention. 

ii. The violation must take ph1cc in time of war, armed conflict or occupation 

Aniclc 173 of the CC BiH provides that the criminal offense has 10 be in connection with • 
violations of the rules of international law during, inter alia, an armed conflict. Since the 
Panel has found that the actions of 1he Accused satisfy the elemcnrs of a violarion of rhc 
rules of international law, to wit, Anic:le 3(1)(a) and (c) of the Geneva Convention, which 
provides that the Anicle is applicable to an armed conflict not of an international character, 
in that regard the Panel notes that many couns have concluded that this Anicle applies not 
only to internal conflicts, but to conflicts of an international character as wcll21

• However, 
the Coun did not deal with establishing the character of the armed conflict which has been 
found in lhis case 10 have taken place in BiH at the time relevant 10 the Indictment, because 
Anicle 173 of the CC BiH does not require that the character of the armed conflict, internal 
or inlernational, be determined. 

An armed conflict exists whenever there is a resort 10 armed force between States or 
protracted armed violence between governmental authorities and organized armed groups or 
between such groups within a State. In terms of Common Article 3, the nature of this 
conflict is irrelevant. Namely, it is irrelevant whether a serious violation occurred in the 
context of international or internal armed conflicl, if the following conditions are met: the 
violation must constiture an infringement of a rule of international humanitarian law; the • 
rule mus1 be customary in nature or, if it belongs to treaty law, the required conditions must 
be met; the violation must be serious, that is to say, it must constitute a breach of a rule 
pro1ec1ing imponant values, and the breach must involve grave consequences for the victim, 
and I.he viola1ion of 1hc rule mus1 entail the individual criminal responsibility of the person 
breaching 1he rule. 

In addition to the agreement of the panics regarding the fact about the existence of the 
armed conflict, it is also imponant to point out that it follows from the documentary 
evidence presented by 1he Prosecution that 1he armed conflict between the HVO and the 
Army of RBiH existed during the relevant period, while the conflict inevitably took place in 
the territory of Dretnico - Mostar as well. 

" Prosecu1or •· IH/a/lt er al, Case No. IT•96•2l•A, Judgmcnl, 20 February 2001, parngraphs l40•1S2, 
especially paragraph 147. See also Pros,cutor •· Hadlihasanavic., al, Cll5c No. IT .Ot-47-AR72, Decision on 
Interlocutory Appeal Challenging Jur/sd1c1ion in R,lation 10 Command Responsi/Jility, 16 July 2003, 
paragraph 13. 
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It is also important 10 note 1ha1 in the proceedings conducted before the ICTY, several 
defenses (unsuccessfully) denied 1he existence of anned conflict in relation to a particular 
crime charged against the defendant, claiming that the crime was outside of an armed 
conOict (cases of Kunarac, Bla1kic, Tadic ... ). However, "[i]t is not necessary to prove 1ha1 
the conflict took place on every merer of the territory generally covered by a conflict". 
Crimes must be linked 10 an anned conflict by its nature or i1s consequences in order 10 be 
treated as war crimes. However, in order to be treated as a war crime, an individual orfensc 
docs not have 10 coincide temporally or 1erri1orially with an effective conflic1, and ii may be 
commi11ed outside of direct combat (Vasiljevic and Rutaganda cases). The crime itself is 
not necessarily of a "military" nature, and it does not necessarily have to be a pan of a 
policy or officially encouraged practice, plan and similar. 
II is considered that an anned conflict exists "wherever there is a reson to armed force 
between States or protracted anned violence between authorities and organized anned 
groups, or between such groups within a State." 

There is no necessary correlation between the area where the actual lighting is taking place 
and the geographical reach of the laws of war. The laws of war apply in the whole territory 
of the warring stales or, in 1he case of internal armed conflicts, the whole territory under the 
conirol of a pany 10 1he conflict, whether or not actual combat takes place there, and 
continue 10 apply until a general conclusion of peace or, in !he case of iniemal armed 
conflicts, until a peaceful selllcmenl is achieved. A violation of the laws or customs of war 
may lherefore occur at a time when and in a place where no lighting is actually taking place. 
To wit, 1he requirement !hat the acts of lhe accused niust be closely related 10 1he armed 
conflict would not be negated if the crimes were temporally and geographically remote from 
lhe ac1ual lighting. It would be sufficienl, for ins1ance, for 1he purpose of 1his requiremenl, 
1ha1 1he crimes were closely related 10 hos1ili1ies occurring in other pans of !he territories 
controlled by the parties to the conflict. 

Whal uhima1ely distinguishes a war crime from a purely domestic oITense is 1ha1 a war 
crime is shaped by or dependent upon the environment - the armed conflict - in which it is 
commilled. It need not have been planned or supported by some fonn of policy. The armed 
conflict need no! have been causal lo the commission of 1he crime, but !he existence of an 
armed conflict must, at a minimum, have played a substantial part in the perpe1ra1or's 
ability 10 commit it, his decision 10 commit ii, 1he manner in which it was commined or the 
purpose for which ii was commilled. Hence, if ii can be established, as in the present case, 
!hat the perpe1ra1or acted in furtherance ofor under the guise of1he anncd conflict, ii would 
be sufficient 10 conclude that his ac1s were closely related 10 the arrned conflict. The Court's 
finding on that point is unimpeachable. 

In determining whether or not the acl in question is sufficiently related 10 1he armed 
conflict, 1he Court took into account, inter alia, 1he following factors: the fac1 1ha1 1he 
pcrpc1ra1or is a combatant; the fact thal !he victims are non-comba11m1s; 1he fac1 1ha1 1he 
victims arc members of the opposing party; 1he foci that 1he act may be said 10 serve 1he 
ultimate goal of a military campaign; and the fact that the crime is committed as pan of or 
in the context of the perpe1ra1or's official duties. 

11 is indisputable that the laws of war may frequently encompass ac1s which, though 1hey are 
not com milled in lhc theatre of conflic1, are subs1an1ially related 10 it. The laws of war can 
apply lo two types of acts. The laws of war do no1 necessarily displace 1he laws rcgulati 
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peacetime situation; the fonner may add clements requisite to the protection which needs to 
be afforded to victims in a wanime situation. 

iii. The eel or the perpetrator must be related to war, armed conOict or 
occupation 

The third requirement is 10 allow for the dis1inc1ion 1ha1 not all crimes commined in times 
of armed· conflict can be automatically labeled as war crimes. International jurisprudence 
has finnly established that for an act to be labeled a war crime there has to be a sufficient 
nexus 10 the armed conflict; that is, the acts of the Accused have to be "closely related to the 
armed conflict".22 

This close connection docs not necessarily mean there has to be actual fighting occurring in 
the 1erri1ory where the acts arc being commined. The lCTY Appeals Chamber in Tadic held 
1ha1: "international humanitarian law continues 10 apply in the whole territory of 1he warring 
S1a1es or, in 1he case of internal conflic1s, 1hc whole 1crri1ory under 1he control of a party, 
whether or not actual combat takes place there, and continues 10 apply until a general 
conclusion of peace is reached or, in the case of internal armed conflicts, a peaceful 
senlcment is achieved". 23 

Furthermore, "[l)he armed conflic1 need nol ac1ually have been causal to the perpetra1ion of 
1hc crime. But the existence of an anned conflict must, at a minimum, have played a 
substantial part in the perpetrator's abili1y 10 commit it, his decision 10 commit it, the 
manner in which it was commincd or 1he purpose for which ii was commined".u 
To establish whether ac1s were indeed 'closely related to the armed conflic1', the Appeals 
Chamber in Kunarac lis1ed indica1ors such as: "1hc facl thal the pcrpetralor is a comba1an1; 
the fact that the victim is a non-combatant; the fac1 that the victim is a member of the 
opposing party; the fact 1ha1 the act may be said 10 serve the uhima1e goal of a military 
campaign; and the fact that 1hc crime is commined as pan of or in the con1cx1 of the 
perpetrator's official dutics".2s 

• 

Taking into account the presented evidence, 1he Coun finds that the acts of the Accused • 
were sufficiently rela1ed 10 the armed conflic1. The Court takes panicular notice of the 
position of the Accused in the mili1ary structure - that is, his being a member of the unit for 
1he physical security of the command, his daily presence at the place where the crimes were 
com mined, as well as the length of time over which the prisoners in the Church of All Saints 
in Drctnica were 1rea1cd in a prohibited manner. Moreover, given his work and duties, there 
can be no doubt whatsoever about 1hc awareness of the Accused of the armed conflict and 
the fac1 tha1 he was very much a pan of ii. 

" Ste, int,r alia, Prosocutar v, Kunarac, Case No. IT-96-23 & IT-96-23/1-A, Judgmcn~ 12 June 2002, 
pan,araph SS; Prosecutor v. llosl/j,.,,lt, Case No. IT-98-32-T, Judgment, 29 November 2002, paragraph 24; 
Tadlt Jurisdiction Decision, para&"'ph 70. 
z, Tadit Jurisdiction Decision, pB111grnph 70. 
"Prosecutor v. Kunarac et al, Case No. IT-96-23 & IT-96-23/1-A, Judgment, 12 June 2002, paragraph SS. 
"Ibid, paragraph S9. 
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iv. The perpetrator must order or perpetrate the act 

It indisputably follows from the testimonies of the prosecution witnesses, the direct victims 
of the prohibited conduct of the Accused, that the Accused commined the acts which 
constitute elements of the criminal offense of War Crimes against Civilians and which were 
aimed at severe deprivation of fundamental rights, such as the right to freedom and security, 
which i$ contrary to international law and which, under the above-quoted provision of 
Article 3( I) of the Fourth Geneva Convention, is impermissible against unarmed persons or 
those who arc not part of an armed force, whereby he violated the rules of international law 
beyond doubt. The acts were commiued during the armed conflict of which the Accused 
was aware and in which he undoubtedly took part. 

The explanation for such a conclusion of the Court is given in the text below . 

c) General characteristics of the criminal offense of War Crimes against Prisoners of 
War 

The Indictment alleges that the Accused, violating the rules of in1ema1ional law, tortured the 
prisoners, inflicted great suffering on them and violated their bodily integrity, and 
participated in these violations, inhumanely 1reated and participated in inhumane treatment, 
applied measures of intimidation and terror and participated in their application, and forced 
them to labor, whereby he violated Article 3(1)(a) and (c) of the Geneva Convention 
relative to the Treatment of Prisoners of War. 

Article I 75(a) and (b) of the CC BiH and Common Ar1icle J of the Geneva Conventions 

The charges against the Accused were brought pursuan1 10 Article J 75(a) and (b) of the CC 
BiH and Article 3 common to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949 (hereinafter: 
Common Ar1icle 3). In the relevant pans, Article 175, item (a) stipulates the following: 
"Whoever, in violation of the rules of international law, orders or perpetrates in regard to 
prisoners of war any of the following acts: (a) depriving other persons of their life 
(murders), intentional infliction of severe physical or mental pain or suffering upon persons 
(tortures), inhuman treatment. .. " and/or item (b) causing of great suffering or serious injury 
to bodily integrity or health", shall be punished by imprisonmen1 for o term not less 1han 1cn 
years or long-term imprisonment". 

Common Article 3 of the Geneva Conventions, in the relevant parts, reads as follows: "In 
the case of anned conflict not of an in1erna1ional character occurring in the territory of one 
of the High Contracting Parties, each Party 10 the conflict shall be bound 10 apply, as a 
minimum, the following provisions: I) Persons taking no active part in the hostilities, 
including members of armed forces who have laid down their arms and those placed hors de 
combat by sickness, wounds, detention, or any other cause, shall in all circumstances be 
treated humanely, without any adverse distinction founded on race, color, religion or faith, 
sex, birth or wealth, or any other similar criteria. To this end the following acts, among 
others, are and shall remain prohibited at any time and in any place whatsoever with respect 
to the above-mentioned persons: violence to life and person, in particular murder of all 
kinds, mutilation, cruel treatment and torture ... " 
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Two preliminary requircmen1s mus1 be me1 for the exislence of the criminal offense referred 
10 in Aniclc I 75(a) and (b) of the CC BiH and Common Anicle 3 of 1he Geneva 
Conven1ions. Firs1, an anned conflic1, either intema1ional or inlemal, mus1 exist al 1he rime 
relevant to the Indictment. Moreover, 1wo additional requirements must be mer for a 
criminal offense 10 be processed under Common Anicle 3 of 1he Geneva Conventions and 
Anicle I 75(a) and (b) of the CC BiH. Anicle 175 of the CC BiH confers jurisdic1ion on the 
Coun under 1he condition that the infringement constitutes a violation of the rules of 
in1ema1ional law, while Common Aniclc 3 of 1he Geneva Conventions stipulates 1ha1 a 
victim is a person taking no active pan in the hostilities a1 the time of the commission of the 
criminal offense. 

General requirements 

According 10 the foregoing, 1hc law docs not apply unless the alleged offenses were 
commined in the context of an anned conflict and with a sufficient nexus between the 
alleged offense and the armed conflict. • 

I. The Coun reasoned 1he existence of the armed conflict under general characteristics of 
War Crimes againsl Civilians in Section 6 b) ii. of the Reasoning. 

2. The nexus between the Accused and the anned conflict is also explained in the reasoning 
for the criminal offense of War Crimes against Civilians, more specifically, under Section 6 
b) iii. of the Reasoning, while the conclusion of the Coun about the specific acts of the 
Accused will be presented in the 1ex1 below. 

3. Additional requirements under Aniclc 175(a) and (b) of1he CC BiH and Common Anicle 
3 of the Geneva Conventions 

i. Violation ofin1ema1ional law under Anicle 175(a) and (b) of1he CC BiH 

The charge of inhuman treatment and infliction of great suffering or serious injury 10 bodily 
in1cgri1y of the prisoners and other acts brought against the Accused, such as violations of 
the laws and customs of war, in the present case is based on Common Anicle 3 of the 
Geneva Conventions, which sets fonh a minimum core of mandatory rules and reflects the 
fundamenlal humanitarian principles upon which lhe Geneva Convenlions are based in their 
en1irc1y. h is also widely accepted that Common Aniclc 3 is a pan of in1cma1ional 
customary \aw,42 and that inhuman treatment consti1u1es a serious violation of in1ema1ional 
humanitarian law, which, of course, entails individual criminal responsibility.•• 
Accordingly, the Trial Panel concludes that the mentioned crimes cons1itu1e a violation of 
international law and fall under the prohibited acts referred to in Anicle I 7S(a) and (b) of 
1he CC BiH. 

" Tadit Jurisdi<1ion Decision, pare. 89; C,l,biti Appeal Judgmen1, pare. 143 . 
.. Cc!,biti Appeal Judgmcn1, paras. 153-174, in panicular para. 167. The Trial Panels no1cs tha1 the provisions 
of the Criminal Code of1he SFRY, which was adopted by Bosnia and Herzegovina in April 1992 (Criminal 
Code or SFRY, 1990 ed., An. 142-143), csLablished the jurisdiction or the BiH courtS over war crimes 
commincd a1 1hc 1ime or war, armed con0ic1 or occupation, drawing no distin<1ion be1ween internal and 
in1ema1ional armed conOictJ. Thus, 1he Accused in 1he presen1 case can be held individually criminnlly 
responsible under 1hc nn1ional law for th, crimes alleged in the Indictment. 
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ii. Persons laking no ac1ive part in hos1ili1ies under Common Article 3 of lhe Geneva 
Conventions. 

Finally, Common Article 3 of 1he Geneva Conventions requires that the Prosecu1ion prove 
1hat a vic1im was a person 1okin§ no aclive part in 1hc hos1ili1ies al 1he lime of 1hc 
commission of1he criminal offense. s 

This Trial Panel finds 1ha1 ii is 1he specific si1uation of lhe viclims a1 the momenl of 1hc 
commission of the crime that musl be 1aken in10 accounl in delermining his pro1ec1ion under 
Common Article 3. The Trial Panel considers 1ha1 relcvanl fac1ors in 1his respecl include 1hc 
ac1ivi1y, whe1her or nol lhe vic1im was carrying weapons, and lhe lype of clo1hing 1he vic1im 
wore al 1he 1ime of 1he commision.•6 Accordingly, whe1her a person did or did nol enjoy 
protection of Common Article 3 has 10 be determined on a case-by-case basis. 

The Trial Panel also notes lhat Common Article 3 of the Geneva Convenlions has a broad 
humanilarian purpose. Because of lhe Article's wide-ranging applica1ion during hos1ili1ics, 
the group of protected individuals wi1hin lhe lerms of Common Article 3 includes de1oincd 
persons who, prior 10 de1en1ion, were members of the armed forces or were engaged in 
armed hos1ili1ies.<7 

As early as the 1863 Lieber Code 1here have been provisions ensuring the 1rea1men1 of 
Prisoners of War ("POW''). Article 56 of the Code proscribed 1ha1 "a prisoner of war is 
subjecr ro no punishment for being a public enemy, nor is uny revenge wreaked upon him by 
the intenlionol injliclian of any suffering. or disgrace, by cruel imprisonment ... or any o,her 
barbariry ". 
Article 5 of the 1929 Geneva Convention on Prisoners of War determined 1ha1 "no pressure 
shall be exercised on prisoners to obtain information regarding the simotion in their armed 
forces or their country. Prisoners who refuse lo reply may not be rhreotened, lnsuhed or 
exposed to 11npleosontness or disadvantages of any kind whorsoever ". 

Most of 1he observa1ions made in the Geneva Convenlions ("GC") follow from lhe very 
foundalions of lhe Conventions. They proclaim 1he principle of respect for 1he human 
person and lhe inviolable character of the basic rights of individual men and women. 
According 10 1he Commen1ary to the fourth Convenlion "the principle of respect for the 
person m11s1 be understood in its widest sense: ii covers all the rights of lhe individual, that 
is, the rights and qualities which are inseparable from 1he human being by lhe very fact of 
his e.ristence and his menial and physical powers: it includes, in particular, the right to 
physical, moral and in1el/ect11al integrity - an essenlial a11rib111e of the human person", 
As a consequence, 1he Conven1ions focus mainly on 1hc importance of humane 1rea1men1, 
thus making everylhing thal falls oulside of that 1rca1men1 'inhuman'. 
Inhuman 1rea1mcn1 is considered a grave breach under all of the four Geneva Conventions. 
For ins1ancc, Article 13 of the 1hird GC de1ermines 1ha1 prisoners of war mus1 at all 1imes be 
humanely lreated and lhal 1hey mus1 al all limes be pro1ccted, particularly against acts of 
violence or in1imida1ion and againsl insults and public curiosi1y. Viol al ion of lhis provision 

" Ctltblti Appeal Judgmtnl, para. 420 
"Prosacutor v. S1anislav Ga/It, Case No. IT-98-29-T, Judgmen1 da1ed 5 December 2003 (Ga/it Judgmcn1), 

P:";~!curor •· Mlodtn Naltlilic, a!a Tura'. and l'lnio Mortino1•/c. o!a "S1c/a·, Ca~ No. IT-98.J 
Judgment da1td JI Man:h 200) (Naltt/Ut ond Mortlnovlt Judgmen1), para. 229. See also OlaJklt Jud 
para. 177, ci1ing Tadit Judgmen1, paro. 61S 
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is considered a grave breach under Anicle 130 of the same convention. This implies 
1reaunen1 not being humane. II is not limited solely to attacks on physical integrity or 
hcahh; the aim of the Convention is cenainly to grnnl prisoners of war in enemy hands a 
protection which will preserve their human dignity and prevent their being brought down 10 
1hc level of animals. 

Funhcr provisions in 1he Geneva Conventions include Anicle 17 GC 111: "No physical or 
menial 1onure, nor any other form of coercion, may be inflicted on prisoners of war to 
secure from them information of any kind whatever. Prisoners of war who refuse to answer 
may not be threatened, insuhed or exposed to unpleasant or disadvantageous treatment of 
any kind". Anicle 32 GC IV states: "The High Contracting Parties specifically agree that 
each of them is prohibited from 1alcing any measure of such a character as to cause the 
physical suffering ... of protected persons in their hands. This prohibition applies not only 
10 ... tonure ... but also 10 any other measures of brutality whether applied by civilian or 
military agents". 

Due 10 the emphasis on whal constitutes humane treatment it becomes cliflicuh 10 assess the 
actual physical treatment that would lead to a qualification of inhumane treatment. The 
word 'treatment' itself is inclica1ed to be understood in its most general sense as applying 10 
all aspects of man's life. For instance, the mention of physical or mental injury in the 
commentary 10 Article 147 GC IV would suggest at least some kind of injury thal could be 
medically established. The commentary to Anicle 27 GC IV gives as examples "acrs of 
violence or intimidarion inspired not by military requirements or a legll/mare desire for 
security, bur by a systemoric scorn for human values, including exposing people 10 public 
curiosity". 

Funher indication as to what is indicated as inhumane treatment is found in the commentary 
10 Anicle 13 GC Ill which states that the concept would imply in the first place the absence 
of any corporal punishment, but it would also include the positive obliga1ion 10 stand up for 
1hc prisoner and to protect him and give him assistance 10 defend and guard him from injury 
or danger. This positive obligation on the Detaining Power again follows from the 
obligation to treat prisoners humanely. 

The European Convention on Human Rights also refers 10 the prohibition of torturing 
prisoners. 

Article 3 of the European Convention on Human Rights ("ECHR") s1a1es that 'No one shall 
be subjected to torture or to inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment'. In the 
landmark case of Ireland v. U.K. the Coun established that for ill-trcalment to fall under the 
scope of this Anic:lc "it mus, a11ain a minimum level of severity. The assessmenr of lhis 
minimum is, in the nature of things, re/alive; ii depends on all /he circums1ances of1he case, 
such as 1he d11ra1ion of 1he treatment, its physical or mental effects and, in some cases, rhe 
sex, age and s1a1e of health o/the viclim". 
The Court has further held treatment to be "'inhuman' because, Inter alia, it was 
premedi1a1ed, was applied for hours al a strttch and caused tither ac/110/ bodily injury or 
intense physical and menial suffering". 
Consistent jurisprudence of the Court also stresses that "the suffering and humiliarion 
involved mus/ in any event go beyond 1h01 inevirable elemenr of suffering or humiliation 
connected with a given form o/legi1ima1e trearmen/ or punishment". 
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For instance, in the mentioned case of Ireland v. U.K., quoted above, the applicants were 
suspected members of the IRA and had been detained in specialized interrogation centres 
where they were submitted to specially designed interrogation techniques. These techniques 
involved, amongst others, standing against a wall in 'stress-positions', subjection 10 noise 
and deprivation of sleep and food. 
The Court found that the 1rca1mcn1 fell within. the category of inhuman treatment under 
Article 3 since: "'The five techniques were applied in combination, with premeditation and 
for hours 01 a stretch: they caused. if not actual bodily injury, at least intense physical and 
mental suffering 10 the persons subjected thereto and also led to oc111e psychiatric 
disturbances during interrogation". 
For one of the applicants it was also found that his allegations of having been beaten were 
grounded based on medical reports that showed bruising and contusions on his body that 
had not been there prior to his stay at the interrogation centre. The Court held that such 
assaults had been severe enough as to constitute inhuman treatment. 

In another case the Court also used the results of medical examinations to establish whether 
a certain treatment rose to the threshold of inhuman treatment. In Tomasi v. France the 
Court found it "sufficient to observe that the medico/ certificates and reports, drown up in 
1010/ independence by medico/ practitioners, a/lest to the large number of blows inflicted on 
Mr Tomasi and their intensity; these ore two elements which are sufficiem/y serious 10 

render such treatment inhuman". 

However, in another case the Court held that any recourse to physical force (thus even in 
absence of sufficient injuries) could lead to a violation of Article 3: "'The Court emphasises 
that, in respect of o person deprived of his liberty, any recourse to physical force which has 
not been mode strictly necessary by his own conduct diminishes human dignity and is in 
principle on infringement of the right set forth in Article J of the Convention"'. 

The UN Human Rights Committee also dealt with the protection of prisoners, so that Article 
7 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights determines that 'no one shall 
be subjected to torture or to cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment. In 
particular, no one shall be subjected without his free consent to medical or scientific 
experimcnrarion'. 
Article I 0( I) adds to this that all persons deprived of their liberty shall be treated with 
humanity and with respect for the inherent dignity of the human person. The terms inhuman 
and/or cruel treatment include all forms of imposition of severe suffering that are unable 10 
be qualified as torture for a lack of one of the essential clements of torture. 

In the one instance the Human Rights Commi11cc ("the Committee") found inhuman 
treatment where a prisoner was forced under threat of punishment 10 stand blindfolded for 
35 hours or 10 sit motionless on a mallrcss for several days. 
The eommiuee also found solitary confinement for one year without any correspondence 10 
constitute inhuman treatment. 

Inhuman treatment was also found in the case of Massiolli v. Uruguay where the prisoner 
was locked in a 4m by Sm cell with 34 other prisoners and where the water would rise up 10 
I 0cm during the rain season. Prisoners were kept indoors under artificial light all day. 
In another case where the applicant had been subjected to ill-treatment during imprisonment 
such as truncheon blows to the knees, threats with knives, a thumb stuck in his eye a 
kicks while lying on the ground, the Commillec found that "the applicant's right 1 
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treated with humanity and with respect for the inherent dignity of the human person" had 
been violated. Finally, in a different case against Jamaica the Committee held: "'In the 
Commi11ee's opinion, the fact that Mr. Bailey was beaten repeatedly with clubs, iron pipes 
and batons, and then left without any medical auention in spite of injuries to head and 
hands, amounts to cruel and inhuman treatment within the meaning of arllcle 7 of the 
Covenant". 

In its jurisprudence, the ICTY has also reached a number of conclusions with respect to the 
inhuman treatment of prisoners of war 

One definition of inhuman treatment in ICTY jurisprudence was detennined by the Trial 
Chamber in Celebitl when it held: "inhuman treatment is treatment which deliberately 
causes serious mental and physical suffering that falls shor1 of the severe mental and 
physical suffering required for the offence of tor1ure". 
The Appeals Chamber in Kordic and Cerkez added: "inhuman treatment under Ar1icle 2 of 
the Statute is an intentional act or omission committed against a protected person, causing 
serious mental harm, physical suffering, injury or constitutes a serious anack on human 
dignity." 

Specific examples from ICTY jurisprudence include several findings from the 
abovcmentioned Celebici case. In one instance the Trial Chamber held that "the act of 
hitting an individual, who is so seriously injured rhar he is unable to stand, necessarily 
entails, ar a minimum, a serious affront to human dignity. Accordingly, on the basis of the 
foregoing facrs the physical mistreatment constitutes the offence of inhuman treatment". In 
the same case the Chamber found a crime of inhuman treatment because "the accused 
intentionally caused serious physical and mental suffering by using an electric shock device 
on prisoners, causing pain, bums, convulsions, twitching and scaring, frightening victims 
and reducing them to begging for mercy". 

• 

Regarding the detennination on whether or not a par1icular act would qualify under the 
abovementioned definition, the Trial Chamber in Krnojelac stated: "the assessment of the 
seriousness of an act or omission is, by its very nature, relative. All the factual 
circumstances must be taken into account, including the nature of the act or omission, the • 
context in which it occurs, its duration and/or repetition, the physical, mental and moral 
effects of the act on the victim and the personal circumstances of the victim, including age, 
se~ and health. The suffering inflicted by the act upon the victim docs not need to be lasting 
so long as it is real and serious". 

When discussing the related definition of 'serious bodily or mental harm' the Chamber in 
Krstic held that: "serious hann need not cause pennanent and irremediable hann, but it must 
involve hann that goes beyond temporary unhappiness, embarrassment or humiliation. It 
musr be hann that results in a grave and fong-tenn disadvantage to a person's ability to lead 
a normal and constructive life". 

The International Law Commission stated the following in its discussion on inhuman 
treatment: "The Commission recognized that it was Impossible to establish an exhaustive 
list of the inhumane acts which might constitute crimes against humaniry. It should be noted 
that the notion of other inhumane acts is circumscribed by two requirements. First, this 
category af acts is intended 10 include only additional acts that are similar in gravity 10 
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1hose /is1ed in 1he preceding subparagraphs. Secondly, 1he act must in Jae, cause injury to a 
human being in 1er111s of physical or mental Integrity, health or human dignily '". 

The Elements of Crimes of the ICC detenninc for inhumane acts as a Crime against 
Humanity that it involves that "the perpetrator innic1ed great suffering, or serious injury 10 
body or to mental or physical health". The added requirement is that "such act was of a 
character similar 10 any olher act referred to in article 7, paragraph I, of the Statute", wi1h 
'charac1er' referring to the na1ure and 1he gravily of the act. 

The Geneva Conventions contain a number of provisions 1ha1 would allow for arguments 
1ha1 certain arguably "minor" acts (such as unpleasant treatment or exposure to public 
curiosity) are not considered humane treatment and therefore constitute inhuman treatment. 
However, 1he Court believes an approach more in line with the jurisprudence of lhe 
European Court of Human Rights and the Human Rights Committee and the International 
Criminal Tribunal for the fonner Yugoslavia would be more appropriate. The focus on 
actual 'serious mental or physical suffering' would also allow for 1he act to be considered in 
line of accompanying offences of the same gravity (be it Crimes agains1 Mumani1y or War 
Crimes). This would maintain 1he status of Crimes against Humanity and War Crimes as 
particularly reprehensible crimes while not necessarily taking anything away from the 
conduct advocated in the Geneva Conventions since all levels of seriousness will be 
dc1ennined on a case by case basis and relalive to each specific viclim. 

When determining the status of the victims in the present case, the Trial Panel points 10 i1s 
conclusion that the armed conflicl be1ween lhe HVO and the Army of RBiH was ongoing 
during the relevant period, and HVO members were captured in some combat opera1ions 
during 1ha1 conflic1. Therefore, 1he Trial Panel concludes 1ha1 12, ou1 of 20 prisoners in 101al 
in 1he church of All Saints in Dretnica, were prisoners of war and had the status of 
pro1ec1ed persons al the time of the commission of the mentioned crimes. 

The relevanl acts of the Accused will be reasoned in Section 6.c of the Reasoning. 

• d) General characteristics of the criminal offense of Violating the Laws and Practices 
of Warfare referred to in Article 179(1) and (2)(d) of the CC BiH 

The general characteris1ics of this criminal offense stipulated under Article 179 of the CC 
Bil-I, which reads: 

{I) Whoever in time of war or armed conflict orders the violation of laws and practices of 
warfare, or whoever violates them, 

shall be punished by imprisonment for a term not less than ten years or long-term 
Imprisonment. 

(2) Violations of laws and practices of warfare referred to in paragraph I of this Article 
shall include: 

a) Use of poison gases or other lethal substances or agents with the aim to cause 
unnecessary suffering: 

b) Ruthless demolition of cities, seulements or villages or devastation or ravaging 
justified by military needs; 
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c) A/lack or bombarding by any means of undefended ci1ies, villages, residences or 
buildings; 

d) Confisco1ion, destruction or deliberate damaging of establishments devo1ed 10 religious, 
charitable or educational purposes, science and arl; his1oricol monuments and 
scientific and artistic work; 

e) Plundering and looting of public and private property. 

follow from the prohibition of unlimited right to adopt means of inflicting damage on the 
enemy, which was imposed already in 1907 under Anicle 22 of the Regulations Respecting 
the Laws and Customs of War on Land, which are a constituent pan of the Convention 
Respecting the Laws and Customs of War on Land, signed on 18 October 1907. 

In Section II of the Regulations, which is entitled Hos1ilities, Chapter I - Means of injuring 
the enemy. sieges, and bombardments, the mentioned Aniclc 22 stipulates: "The right of 
belligerents to adopt means of injuring the enemy is not unlimited. " 

However, the Coun also has to point out the provision of Aniclc 27 of the Regulations: "In 
sieges and bombardments oil necessary steps must be taken 10 spare, as far as possible, 
buildings dedicated to religion, art, science, or charitable purposes, his1oric monuments, 
hospitals, and places where the sick and wounded are collected, provided /hey are not being 
used 01 the lime for military purposes. " 

In the present case, the state of siege can be taken into consideration - in other words, that 
the Anny of R BiH controlled the area of Ord.nica, where the Roman Catholic Church of 
All Saints was located. 

Limitations in the choice of means of warfare were established already under the St. 
Petersburg Declaration of 1868, which stipulates that the only justified objective of combat 
in a war is to weaken the military power of the enemy. 

This criminal offense, 100, can be committed only in time of war or armed conflict; in that 
regard, the Coun, explaining the general characteristics of the criminal offenses under 
Aniclcs 173 and 175 of the CC BiH, has already established that the anned conflict between 
the HVO and the Army ofR BiH was ongoing during the relevant period of time. 

The second essential clement of this criminal offense is a violation of the laws and practices 
of warfare, which has already been established through a shon overview of forerunners of 
the prohibition of unlimited choice of means of warfare, while the Coun will present in 
Section 6.e of the Reasoning the conclusion that the Accused committed exactly this 
criminal offense by his eels described under Section 11 of the operative pan. 

e) Liability of lhe Accused under uch Section 

Before evaluating the evidence relating 10 each Section of the operative pan, it is imponan1 
to analyse the common elements of all three crimes and all Sections of the operative pan. 
This is because the actions of the accused constitute clements of the three crimes, that is, 
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during rhe same period of rime - lare Seprember and Ocrober 1993, ai rhe same pince - 1he 
Roman Ca1holic Church or All Saints in Dretnica, Mos1ar Municipalily, behaving 
uniformly and using 1he same means - including 1he church inven1ory, wi1h lhe same group 
or delainees - which indeed included bo1h civilians and prisoners of war, 1he Accused was 
involved in 1he illicil 1rca1men1 or1he group of20 de1ainees. 

h is indispu1able 1ha1 1he crimes described under Secrions I lhrough 11 of 1he opcrn1ive part 
rook place in 1he laner half or 1993 and /as1ed during la1e Seplember and October. This 
stems from 1he 1es1imonies or all prosecu1ion wi1nesses bul or some defence witnesses 100, 
who were aware 1hal the delainees were kepi in lhe All Saints Church in Donja Drdnicn. II 
is therefore indisputable 1ha1 1he de1ainecs were pul in 1he All Saints Church in Donja 
Dre,.nica. 

II was determined beyond dispute 1ha1 12 civilians and 8 prisoners of war were held captive 
in 1hc church: civilians Miroslav Soko, Marinko Dre2njak, Marinko Ljolja, Mirko Zelenika, 
Viii Kuraja, Zvonimir Kukic, Vlodo Curie and An10 Ro-z.ic, and the prisoners of war, HVO 
members Mare Ro-z.ic, Marija Jak~ic, Nedeljko Krc~o, Marko Ro-z.ic, Vinko Soldo, Anion 
Grgic, wi1ness A, wi1ness B, Branko Juric, Kamila Dumonfic, Ivan Pavlovic, and Ivan 
Kosric. 
This Siems nor only from lhe 1es1imonies of Marinko Drctnjak, Miroslav Soko, Marinko 
Ljoljo, Mirko Zelenika, who were civilians al 1he relcvanl lime, and of Ma1ija JaUic, 
Branko Juric, Kami lo Dum~ic, Ivan Pavlovic and Ivan Kosric, who were prisoners or war 
a1 1he rime, bur also from 1hc documentary evidence, in particular from 1he ICRC 
cenilica1es on 1he s1a1us of prisoners a11he rclevanl rime. 
A conclusion aboul 1heir Slay in lhe church and 1he 1rca1men1 1he de1ainces who did nor 
1es1ify were subjected 10 as well ensues indisputably from 1hc 1es1imonies or 1hc prisoners 
who remember well wilh whom lhey were cap1urcd prior 10 their arrival in 1he All Saints 
Church as well as in 1he church itself. 

The inabili1y 10 specify accura1ely lhe lime period of de1cn1ion is fully jus1ilicd because, 
s1aning from 1he very 1rauma caused by capluring and then followed by 1he traumas 1hey 
went through during lhe captivity, when 1he time was measured wilh the arrivals of the 
soldiers who came 10 ill-treat !hem, the detainees Josi all connections with 1he external 
world and, with that, the possibility 10 remember lhe exact dares of the beginning and the 
end of their detention in the church. Ahhough some of the prisoners indicated 1h01 the 
commencement date was 30 Sep1ember and some others said i1 was I Oc1ober 1993, the 
Court decided 10 accepl the consistent s1atements of all derainees 1ha1 1he detention in 1hc 
All Saints Church in Donja Dn:tnica lasled during )ale Sep1ember and October 1993. 

h is beyond dispute 1hat 1he crimes rook place during lhe conflict between 1hc HVO and 1hc 
Army of RBiH and as a resuh of this conflict. This also stems from the consistent 
stotcmenlS of all witnesses, be i1 prosecu1ion or defence ones, and of 1hc Accused himself, 
and, as explained above, also from the facls established in lhe final ICTY Judgement in 
Prosecutor v. Mladen Nale1ilic aka Tula and Vinko Martinovic aka S1ela, no. IT-98/34, 31 
March 2003. 
In Dreinica, 1he conj/icl be/Ween the HVO units and 1he Army of RBiH 1ha1 had previously 
fought toge1her against the Army of the Serb Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina broke ou1 
on 9 May 1993, as may be concluded beyond doubt from the consistent statements of all 
defence wilnesses. 
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The Court had no dilemma about the Accused being a member of the Army of RBiH, as 
may be concluded from the personal lile of the Accused no. 492074502240, indicating 1ha1 
he served in the army between IS April 1992 and 11 December 1996 and 1ha1 he held the 
rank of lieutenant; from the testimonies of the defence witnesses who remember the 
Accused as their fellow soldier as early as in spring 1992, but also from the testimony of the 
Accused who conlinned this fact. 
The Accused was a member of the Independent Dretnica Banalion of the IV Corps of the 
Anny of RBiH. 

However, the identification of the Accused Zijad Kurtovic as the person who pcrpc1ra1cd 
and took part in the perpetration of1he described crimes is disputable, as is the Prosecutor's 
allegation that the Accused was a commander of the military police platoon within the 
Independent Drcwica Battalion of the IV Corps of the Anny of RBiH at the relevant time. 
Still the Prosecutor's Office docs not charge the Accused with command responsibility. 

h is therefore necessary to dclennine what the Accused's status in the Independent Drewica 
Battalion actually was. 
From the Accused's registration lilc and the recommendation for his promotion (HQ's 
recommendation of 6 October and the decision on promotion of 18 October 1994) it can be 
concluded that he perfonned military police-related tasks. However, none of these 
documents tell us anything about the material lime of the indictment, i.e. between the end of 
September and late October I 993. 

In the course of the main trail the BiH Prosecutor's Office did not offer any other evidence 
in support of its allegation 1ha1 he held this position or lhal a standard military police unit 
existed. 

• 

On the other hand, during the cvidentiary proceedings it was found beyond doubt that Zijad 
Kurtovic was a member of a platoon that did not carry oul standard tasks of military police, 
but rather provided physical security for the command. The purpose of this platoon can be 
inferred from a report oflhe Army ofBiH of 12 May 1994 no. 01/P-S-191/94 and also from 
1hc testimonies of both defence and prosecution witnesses. 
The section "Current Situation" of the this report says 1ha1 The Military Police platoon • 
within the Dretnlca Ba11alion wos set up before. but It did not carry out traditional military 
police tasks nor was 1he platoon lraim,d in the method and procedures of the military police 
sen1ice. 
It is indicated 1ha1 the platoon had 29 soldiers, which is, the Court underlines, equivalent 10 
around 20 soldiers mentioned by the defence witnesses. 
The report goes on 10 list in the section Measures taken - analysis the measures 10 be taken, 
including: ordering 1he selling up of o platoon-style military police pla1oon, provide 
accommodation of the military police; instruction for work of the military police including 
1he righ1s. du1ies and authorities of 1he military police; set up the daily log boalc. 
The report says that in the course of the selling up of this unit ii is necessary 10 provide 
white belts and unifonns to this platoon, if possible, and 10 transfer one 1en1h of the unit 10 
Konjic for a I 0-day training in military police tasks. 

The Court did not accept the prosecutor's allegations that the standard military police unit 
existed within the Ord.nice Banalion i.e. that the Accused was its commander, after the 
Court considered the following: report of 12 May 1994 and the 1cs1imonies of the 
prosecution witnesses Hali I Cucurovic and Hamza Ajanovic who indeed spoke of a special-
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purpose uni1 - 1he unil for physical sccurily of 1hc command (FOK); 1hc 1es1imony of 1he 
Accused who said 1ha1 as early as in 1992 he became a member of 1ha1 unit; on the other 
hand, the 1cs1imonics of 1he wi1nesses/formcr detainees who spoke about Zijad Kunovit as 
someone who was in charge and who ordered everything bul still they cannot claim tha1 he 
was a member of the military police, which, the Court notes, could have certainly been 
established after seeing the Accused a1 the detention place over almost 20 days. 

The Court concludes 1hat a 30-soldier or so strong unit existed within this banalion and that 
apart from its regular duties ii also had army-and-police duries, as well as 1ha1 the Accused 
was irs member; however this unit was the Uni1 for Physical Security of the Command 
rather than a Military Police unit. 

It is contentious however whether the Accused Zijad Kurtovic was the person who 
pcrpctra1cd and was involved in the perpetration of deeds described under Sections 1 
lhrough 11 of the operarivc par1. 

When evaluating this circumstance the Court was aware that of all 11 detainees who 
restified during the main trial, only one of them had known the Accused prior 10 the 
criminal act. However, the consistenl statements of other detainees who were seeing 1hc 
very Accused Zijad Kurtovie almost every day and who described him as a tall and 
corpulent, leave no room for doub1 about the Accused's identity. 

More specifically, the witness Marinko Dretnjak, who is of the same age as the Accused, 
had lived in Grabovica, the place 1ha1 is S km away from Dretnica, until September 1993. 
He attended the primary school in Donja Dretnica and he remembers well 1he Accused 
Zijad Kurtovic. 
He remembers 1hat Zijad Kurtovic had been a trouble-maker even before lhe war. 
The Accused Zijad Kurtovic was one of the soldiers who received the wi1ness and 01her 
de1ainecs at the Parish Office - the church in Donja Dre!nica. 
The wi1ness described him as a 1all and brawny, with dark thick heir. 
He remembers well thal he said 10 other detainees 1ha1 he knew him. 

• The witness Mirlco Zelenike, who had lived in Jablanica prior to the connic1, remembers 
lhat righl aller the arrival in Donja Dretnica, 1he All Saints Church, he learned the name of 
one of lhe soldiers who received 1hem there. This soldier, whom he particularly remembers 
by many things, was the Accused Zijad Kurtovic, and he had learned his name from the 
dc1aincc Marinko Drctnjak. During the captivi1y, the wi1ness also found ou1 1hc names of 
other soldiers who either stayed or came 1hcre quite often, so he remembers Alija Bobic and 
Ahmel Kurtovic who would 1ake the deiainees to the fronl line. The witness remembers 1ha1 
Ahmc1 Kunovic was 1he Accused Zijad Kunovic's bro1her. 

He described Zijad Kurtovic as a 1all man, s1rong athle1c, dark-complexioned, wi1h a round
shaped head and a regular-shaped nose. 

The witnesses A and B remember well the soldier who was panicularly brutal 10 them. 
They learned his name from Marinko Dretnjak, but they got 10 remember him a!lcr seeing 
him almost every day at the church where they were de1ained. It was 1he Accused Zijad 
Kurtovic whom they remember as a man of strong constitution. 
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The witness Matija Jak~ic emphasised "People are remembered for good deeds. but for 
such evil 1hey shall never be forgouen. There's no way I could be wrong on 1his one: I am 
JOO percen, sure. " 

The other witncsses-fonner inmates remember the Accused Zijad Kunovic well, as will be 
detailed below, and although the Accused used an alibi defence and denied that he ever 
stepped into the All Saints Church while the detainees were there, and even that a Zijad, but 
not Kunovic, went to the church, the Coun found beyond any reasonable doubt that the 
Accused indeed was in the church and behaved as described under Sections I through 11 of 
the operative pan. 

Under Section I of the operath·e part, the Accused was found guilty of the following: 
afler the transfer of the detainees from the Parish Office to the All Saints Church, he ordered 
them to sit in pews two by two, and then he put on a clerical dress - a monastic habit and, 
holding a cross in his hand, ordered them to bow their heads and hold their hands above 
their heads, making the detainees feel pain and fear. Funhennore, of ordering, after a while, 
the detainees to put on orange roadman clothes and, upon this order, unidentified soldiers 
wrote numbers from I to 20 on the back of each detainee. 
In addition, the Accused Zijad Kunovit was found guihy of taking the detainees out in front 
of the altar, interrogating and punching them, beating them with iron and wooden bars, 
calling them "Ustashas" and using other abusive language; he hit the detainee Ivan Pavlovit 
with the cross to his hand while he set in the pew. The witness B, Marinko Dretnjak, 
Miroslav Soko were among those who were taken out. 

All witnesses-fonner detainees •· Miroslav Soko, Marinko Dretnjak, Marinko Ljolja, Mirko 
Zclenika, Matija Jak~it, witness A and witness B, Branko Juric, Kamilo Dumanfic, Ivan 
Pavlovic and Ivan Kostit - testified about being taken to Donja Drd.nica and detained in 
the All Saints Church and about the events under this Section of the lndictmenl. However, 
in the explanation for each panicular Section, the Coun shall elaborate only on the 
statements of some of the witnesses, bearing in mind the consistent statements of all victims 
about the treatment they received during the captivity in the All Saints Church in Donja 
Dretnica. 

The witness Marinko Dret.njak remembers being arrested in September 1993 by the 
members of the Army of RBiH, and then being taken by them to Zuka's Base in Donja 
Jablanica, where he was first placed into a potato-cellar/dugout together with other Croat 
detainees, and later to a stable •• wi1h caule. 
He remembers that Marinko Ljoljo, Miroslav Soko, Mirko Zelenika, Marko Zelenika, 
Antun Grgit and two men with the last name Grgic were together with him in the dugout, 
and that there were 22 of them in the stable later, all Croat detainees. 

They remained at the Zuka's Base until the beginning of October 1993, when one evening 
Zuka's soldiers loaded them onto a truck and drove them to Donja Dretniea. According to 
the testimony of this witness, their gening off the truck was accompanied with curses and 
beating; after that they were lined up waiting for some other soldiers to take them over. The 
witness remembers well that among these new soldiers he also recognized the Accused 
Zijad Kunovic whom he knew before the war. 
After they had been taken over by these new soldiers, who took them first 10 the Parish 
Office and then to the church, the detainees were again beaten and insulted. The witness 
remembers that they were kicked, beaten with truncheons - with whatever they laid their 
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hands on. The ill-treatment al the Parish Office took about two hours and then they were 
transferred to the church. The witness remembers well that the witnesses A and B, Mirko 
Zelenika, Marinko Ljoljo, Viii Kuraja, Kamilo Dumanfic, Ivan Pavlovic, Vlado Curie, 
Zvonko Kukic, two Rozics and Ivan Kostic. He remembers in particular Kamilo Dumantic 
who, as a result of beating, lost consciousness and fell already when they were being 
transferred from the parish office to the church. 
After being moved to the church, the witness remembers that Zijad Kunovic ordered the 
prisoners to sit in the pews with their heads bowed down and arms raised above. Despite 
being in 1his posi1ion, 1he wilncss shonly saw the Accused in 1he monastic habit wi1h a cross 
in his hands, standing in froni of the detainees. 
The wi1ness remembers that 1he Accused ordered 1he detainees 10 put on roadman cloches, 
after which they had numbers wriuen on 1heir backs. "/ was number 5," 1hc wi1ness 
remembers. Then commenced the ill-treatment and beating of all pans of the body, 
including the head. 

The witness Ivan Pavlovic, a prisoner of war captured on 16 September I 993 on 1hc fron1 
line between Jablaniea and Prozor, spen1 1he first 15 days in the Museum building in 
Jablanica. Later on he and Kamilo Dumanfic were transferred to Zuka's Base in Donja 
Jablanica and pul in the stable belonging to the Rogic family. He remembers well tha1 he 
found there Marinko Dretnjak, Matija Jak~ic, Mirko Zelenika and Marinko Ljoljo. 
As the witness indicated, they were loaded onto a truck and taken to Donja Dretnica. 

Getting off the truck, staying at the parish office and then arriving in the church, the witness 
Ivan Pavlovic had been subjected to the same bea1ing, cursing and other forms of ill
treatment 1he witness Drel;.njak had been through. 
The witness also remembers the Accused and 1he orders as to how to sit in the pews, 
including 1he monastic habit and cross used by the Accused to beat the detainees la1er on 
during that first night of detention. 
He learned the name of the Accused from the witness Marinko Oretnjak, though, while in 
1he church, he memorized with certainly both his name and face. · 
That same person, Zijad Kunovic, ordered lhe detainees to put on the roadman clothes, and 
after that they were marked with numbers. "We became numbers," the witness emphasised . 

The witness remembers in par1icular that the Accused took the detainees one by one in front 
of the altar, interrogated them, simply "seelcing excuses 10 bea/ and ill-1rea1 us." and 1ha1 ii 
was lhc Accused Zijad Kunovic! who hi1 him in the hand wi1h 1he cross while he sa1 in 1hc 
pew. 

All witnesses arc in agreement when it comes to the implemen1s used to beat them and that 
different derogatory terms such as "Ustashas" were used to refer to the detainees: the church 
inventory was used, and the witness Ivan Pavlovic explained that they bca1 1hcm wilh 
whatever they could lay 1heir hands on. 

The witness Miroslav Soko, the prisoner of war captured on 6 September 1993 by Zuka's 
Unit, was first placed in Zuka's Base in Donja Jablanica, to be later transferred to Donja 
Drc1nica together with other de1ainccs, par1icularly remembers the first night of his 
detention in the All Saints Church. 
I-le remembers well that he was lransfcrrcd 10 Donja Drc,.nicn together wi1h Marinko 
Drei.njak, the three men from Jajce: Kamilo, Matija and Ivan, some men from But , 
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Polje: Marko and Ante Rozic, Mate Rozic, lvica Kostic and Ivan Soldo. There were ZO of us 
altoge1her. the witness remembers. 
He remembers the Accused Zijad Kunovic as well, whose name he, just like everybody 
else, first heard from the witness Marinko Dretnjak, and later from the members of lhe 
Anny of RBiH who were visiting the chun:h; he will cenainly remember his image and 
actions forever. He said that the Accused was an athlete, big, of strong constitution. 
He remembers well that he and other detainees sat in the pew in the described position 10 
the point of exhaustion, and 1ha1 he was then taken in front of the altar by the Accused 
himself, who wore the monastic habit, and that ii was !he Accused who beat him even with 
a metal bar. 

The witness B, another prisoner of war, initially captured at Zuka's Base 10 be transferred to 
Oonja Dretnica together with the other said detainees, also remembers the first night of 
detention in Donja Dretnica. He remembers the Accused Zijad Kunovic who abused him 
and, as the witness put it, "kicked and punched him and beat him wi1h whatever else. " 

The witness Mirko Zclcnika, civilian al the time, was deprived of libcny on 8 September 
1993, and taken from his father's apanmenl in Donja Jablanica to the Rogica houses in 
Donja Jablanica. He indicated 1ha1 he and eight other detainees were put in a potato cellar 
where they could not stand up at all. He remembers 1ha1 on or around 20 September 1993 
they were moved 10 a stable, and then - he thinks ii was the last day of September - they 
were moved 10 Donja Oretnica by 1nick. 
This witness went through the same ordeal from !he moment he got off the truck, 10 the 
parish office to the church finally. He emphasises 1ha1 "all items in the church were being 
brolcen over us until they were all gone." The Accused Zijad Kunovic stood out in this, and, 
as the witness said, he ordered them 10 put on the roadmcn clothes as soon as they arrived in 
the church. 

The witness Marinko Ljolja, whose detention commenced on 8 September 1993, also 
remembers the first night spent in the All Saints Church in Donja Drctnica. 
Speaking of the arrival in the church, the witness said "it was beawiful and I was thinking 
to myself thank God I finally came to the church ... b111 we did not know what was coming 
up next." 
This witness, just like all other witnesses-former detainees, confirmed Iha\ everything found 
in the church was used to beat the detainees. 
In panicular, he remembers ils host. He remembers well that it was the Accused Zijad 
Kunovic, who, even that first night of the captivity in the church, stood out in everything 
frorn the ordering 10 sit in the pews to wearing the monastic habit and carrying the cross to 
the taking of the people in front of the altar and ill-treating - beating them. 
The witness underlined that the Accused and other soldiers "beo1 those from the front lines 
most." 
The witness Matija Jak~ic also came along with other detainees 10 Donja Dret.nica. He was 
captured on the front line on 28 July 1993. 
He remembers the church being ready for the Mass, as well as the Accused Zijad Kunovic 
who beat him already the first night he came there. He remembers that the Accused put on 
1he cowl and then the show s1aned. 

And the show, the witness Kamilo Duman6c remembers, would start with 1he calling out of 
the prisoners by their numbers, upon which they were taken 10 the altar or behind the altar, 
where, as the witness emphasised, they were bea1en with all sorts o/1hings. 
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Thus, having in mind the consistent statements of these witnesses, that is, all 11 ,viinesses -
fonner detainees, that the church seemed to be ready for the Moss when the detainees 
arrived, that its inventory, including all sorts of bars and pans of furniture, was used to beat 
the detainees, the Court found beyond any reasonable doubt that the Accused was 
responsible for the described actions. 

Under Section 2 of the operative port, the Accused was found guilty of beating, together 
,vi1h the members of the Anny of RBiH known 10 him, on more than one occasion, the 
detainees, including but not limited 10 Miroslav Soko, Marinko Oretnjak, Marinko Ljoljo, 
Mirko Zelenika, Matija Jak~ic, Ivan Pavlovic, witness A, witness B, Branko Juric, Kamilo 
Duman~ic, Ivan Kostic, with truncheons, crosses, candlesticks, statues of saints over their 
heads and other pans of their bodies, rammed paintings of saints into their heads, made 
them eat leaves of the Bible and other religious books, ordered them to sing the songs which 
offended their religious feelings, ramming the paintings depicting the Christ's Stations of 

• the Cross into 1heir heads as 1hey were singing, 1hus keeping 1hem in constanl fear. 

• 

Almost all prisoners were the victims and witnesses of such behaviour of the Accused. 
However, considering the specific nature of the place at hand, the time and the manner of 
perpetration, as well as the uniqueness of the protected edifice, the Court shall only deal 
with some of them with respect 10 each Section. 

The witness Kami lo Duman~ic was a prisoner of war at the relevant time. He was arrested 
on 16 September I 993 on the front line between Prozor and Jablanica. He is one of many 
prisoners who were originally detained in the Jablanica Museum, then via Zukas's base in 
Donja Jablanica ended up in the All Saints Church in Donja Dretnica. 
He remembers well that in late September he and 19 other detainees were moved b)' truck 
from Zuka's Bose to Donja Dretnica. As soon as he got ofTthe truck he was beaten so much 
that he lost consciousness. 
He said he woke up in the church, where, he remembers well, all prisoners were being ill-
1rca1cd. 
Various soldiers ill-treated and abused them in the church. He emphasised that the Accused 
Zijad Kunovic stood out in that. He remembers him well, describing him as a brawny man, 
190 cm tall, called by the nickname Zijo by other soldiers; during his stay in the church he 
got 10 know his full name. 
"77,ey beal 11s with wha1ever 1hey co11/d find In 11,e church, holy hooks were eaten, rosary 
beads were eaten ... palmings. crosses. truncheons, books behind the ahar, ony1hlngfo11nd 
in the church!" 
They rammed paintings onto their heads, beat them with the cross to heads, kicked and 
punched them, kicking panicularly those who fell on the Ooor. 
The ,Yitness emphasised that he believed that the Accused had been in prison before lhe war 
and that is why he knew the procedure for treating prisoners. 

The ,vitness Ivan Kostic was a prisoner ofwnr, captured os early as in April 1993, and from 
that time onwards he was in many prison camps from Zuka's Base in Donja Jablanica to the 
All Saints Church in Donja Dretnica. He also remembers the ill-treatment he was subjected 
to in the church. 
The witness was 19 at the time, and the traumas he had been through still have a huge 
impact on his life. · 
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He remembers that the detainees in the church were variously abused and humiliated. He 
remembers, in panicular, Zijo - resident of Dretnica whose name he heard from Marinko 
Dretnjak. The witness described Zijo as tall, dark-haired and athletic. 
Zijo, among others, beat the detainees, also by breaking the paintings over their heads. He 
also remembers 1h01 the detainees were forced to eat leaves of the Bible and other holly 
books. 

The witness Matija Jak~ic also remembers the Accused Zijo Kunovic forcing the detainees 
to cat the rosary, leaves of the Bible and other religious books, and that lhis was 1ht same 
Zijo who pUI a pls1ol, rifle in his mo111h. 

"'They bea/ us up wi1h 1he church inven1ory, wi1h wha1ever, mos1/y kicked us bu1 also 
punched us, " the witness remembers, stressing that lhey had been ordered 10 sing but only 
those songs chosen by the abuser. He parliculorly remembers a song 1h01 refers In /1s firs/ 
par, 10 a door, and 1hen 1hat 1he Serbs and Croats will be gone. 

Without any doubt that the Accused Zijad Kunovic was involved in everything, the witness 
Mirko Zelenika remembers that all detainees were opportunistically beaten with truncheons, 
wooden legs and anything that could be taken off the church wall, and that this was 
accompanied by barbaric howling, emphasizing that "all muck, cursing, singing, joy, was 
for them something like a village fiesta." 
The witness emphasized that "There were 01her forms of abuse, we were in /rouble and 1h01 
is when people pray 10 God, however we were forced 10 maclr. God and church and our 
Catholic religion. " 
"'As long as 1here were any ilems in 1he church 1hey would be bralctn over us. It is 
astonishing how those people enjoyed ii, how happy they were, making spor, of us, " 1he 
witness remembers. 

The witness Branko Juric, PoW since mid-1993 who was transferred from Zuka's Base in 
Donja Jablanica to the All Saints Church in Donja Drdnica, emphasised that the church 
inventory, in panicular the paintings and statues, were broken over the detainees' bodies, 
and he remembers well that the detainees were forced to sing some "church" songs, al 
which the abusers laughed, and lhen beat them again wilh bars, crosses etc. 
This witness remembers, in panicular, being beaten by a tall, dark-haired and athletic 
soldier. He could not remember his name and other details. 

The consistent statements of these witnesses leave no doubt about the involvement of the 
Accused in rhc criminal activities. 

Under Section 3 of the operative part, lhe Accused was found guilty of ordering the 
members of the Civilian Protection to take the detainees, including Miroslav Soko, Marinko 
Dreinjak, Marinko Ljoljo, Mirko Zclcnika, Matija Jak~ic, Ivan Pavlovic, Witness A, 
Witness 8, Branko Juric and Kamilo Ouman6c, on several occasions to the Vrdi front lines 
between the HVO and the Army of RBiH, where they were forced to dig trenches, make 
dugouts, and carry ammunition, food, water and the dead, often exposed to crossfire from 
the positions of the Croat Defence Council and the Army of the Republic of Bosnia and 
Herzegovina and 10 the shelling from the positions of the Croat Defence Council. 

The witness Marinko Drdnjak remembers that the Accused would be toking them 10 the 
front lines in early days of their captivity in the church, and later on the members of the 
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Civil Protection, including Zijad's brother Ahmet Kurtovic and Alija Bobic did this. On 
Zijad's orders and instructions they would be taken in the morning. He remembers well that 
they would be taken towards Vrdi where they carried the bodies, made dug-outs, canicd 
food and ammunition, and they always were in between the separation lines and exposed to 
fire. 

The witness Ivan Pavlovic remembers well that the Accused Zijad Kunovic himself told the 
two members of the Civil Protection where to take the detainees that particular day and 
what assignments to give them. They carried out these assignments, including the collection 
of dead bodies, mostly in between the separation lines while being exposed to crossfire. 

The witness A also remembers the instances of being taken out of the church to the front 
line for compulsory work service. 
He remembers that during the shelling the detainees were not allowed to take shelter in the 
dugouts together with the soldiers of the Anny of RRiH(~ic!) but instead they had to stay 
outside, exposed to shells and quite ofien 10 rifle fire. He remembers one occasion when at 
Vrde he and another detainee had to carry two bodies of killed HVO soldiers who had been 
lying there in between the front lines for about 20 days. '"We carried them and we were 
starved, so we had 10 stop after every 50 meters. " 
Remembering this event, the witness B emphasised that the bodies lied in a 300 meters fire
swept no man's land and that they were exposed to crossfire throughout. 

The witness Mirko Zclenika remembers that, while in captivity in the All Saints Church, 
many prisoners were used as "logistics" 10 carry "all sorts of things" 10 Vrdi - a strategic 
elevation of tremendous importance for both parties to the conflict. The witness remembers 
well that they went to Vrdi on the orders of Zijad Kunovic, stressing that f\lija Bobic and 
Ahment Kurtovic (Zijad's brother), members of the Civilian Protection, would cscon them 
to Vrdi. 

Marinko 1.joljo also remembers being taken 10 Vrdi by the Accused's brother specifically. 
He testified that he remembered well that Zijad Kurtovic ordered that they be taken up 
there. At Vrdi the detainees perfonned all sorts of labour, including the carrying of the dead 
and wounded. This witness also underlined that they had always been exposed to crossfire. 

Under Section 4 of the operative p3rt, the Accused was found guilty or beating, together 
with Hasan Deli¢, the witness-detainee A wi1h a 1runchcon over different parts of his body 
for several hours and pulling oul cigorenes on his neck and shoulders, and then, in such a 
condition, he forced him to have oral sex with the witness-detainee 13, after which he 
stripped him naked and, together with Hasan Delic, kept on beating him with a truncheon 
end pulling out cigarcnes over his body, as a result of which 1he detainee-witness A los1 
consciousness, while his body became completely black and blue as a consequence of heavy 
blows. 

Not all of the detainees testified about this event, but those who did had no dilemmas when 
giving evidence during the main trial. 

"I remember every day spent in Donja Dreinica, " the witness A said, emphasising that he 
was sure that the detainees were transferred from Zuka's Base in Donja Jablanica to the All 
Saints Church in Donja Ordnica on I October 1993. Recalling that the soldiers present 
!here beat them with any1hing they got hold of. and at the altar too, the witness in particular 
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remembers the occasion when the Accused Zijad Kunovic and Hasan Delic - whose name 
he found out while staying in the church - lashed out on him. 
"They mode me strip off my clothes ond they beat be until I turned block, and then they put 
0111 cigare11es on my shoulders ond neck ... they bear me into unconsciousness." 

The witness barely unered that sometime halfway though this abuse they ordered him to put 
the witness B's penis in his mouth. The act was brief but the consequences - the feeling of 
humiliation ii let\ are for life. 

The witness said that each time he secs the cross by the ahar now he remembers 1hc church 
in Dre,.nica and that one simply cannot get rid of this memory. He also said "And do I feel 
hatred?! No. It is more anguish caused by the memory of it. •· 

The witness B unwillingly_ remembers this event, saying that they hesitantly talked about 
1ha1 even after it had happened, but it is simply difficuh 10 forget. 

\ 

He remembers well that on the relevant day Zijad Kunovic and Hasan Delic, whom he met 
while in captivity in 1he church, first beat and put out cigareues on the witness A and then • 
ordered the above-described act. The witness B had 10 lake off his trousers and underpants 
and the witness A then was ordered to put the witness B's penis in his mouth. 
II was brief, but "/ felt catastrophic ... the greatest humiliation ever ... the fear was 
catastrophic ... " the wimess 8 remembers. 
During that, the wi1ncss pointed out that Zijad Kunovic and another two soldiers were 
laughing. 
The witness Marinko Dretnjak saw ·1his event as well, remembering 1hat the Accused first 
ordered that they be "pummelled", and then the witnesses were forced 10 have oral sex. 
The witness Ivan Pavlovic 100 saw this. 

The witness Mirko Zelenika remembers the night when this event happened. He did not see 
the Accused and Hasan Deli¢ beating the witness A but he heard cries and blows. He said 
he heard 1he following day from the witness A what had happened. He remembers that the 
witness A was disfigured and had !races of cigarette bums all over. 

The witness Branko Juric remembers that somebody ordered the witnesses A and B to have • 
oral sex but he did not see who that was. The witness Ma1ija Jak~ic learned about this event 
directly from the witnesses A and B soon after it happened. 

Under Section S of the operath•c part, the Accused was found guilty of the following: 
together with unidentified members of the Army of the Republic of Bosnia and 
Herzegovina, he forced the detained Croats, civilians and prisoners of war, including Mirko 
Zelcnika, Witness A, Witness B, Branko Juric, Miroslav Soko, Ivan Kostic, Marinko 
Dretnjak, )van Pavlovic, Marinko Ljojo and Kamilo Dumanfic, to hold a live wire with 
their bare hands and then hold each other's hands making a circuit, whereupon, in order to 
improve electrical conductivity, he poured water on the church floor, under the detainees' 
feet, as a result of which the detainees suffered intense physical pain. 

The described actions were just one of the forms of abuse and humiliation of the del8inees. 
Almost all detainees were the witnesses/victims of this abuse. 

The witness Mirko Zelcnika remembers that most of the sockets in the church were broken 
and the bare wires stuck out of the walls. It was these wires that were used for the abusive 
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purposes. He remembers that Zijad Kunovi~ and other soldiers forced the detainees to touch 
these wires and then hold each others' hands so that the electric shock could also a!Tect the 
last one in the line/circuit. 

The witness Marinko Ljoljo also \cstilicd about the broken and wtccked sockets and he 
remembers that the detainees were forced to fonn the electric circuit. 
During this instance of abuse, the /Joor was wet and the present soldiers were adding water. 

The witness Ivan Pavlovic also recalls that Zijad Kurtovic ordered prisoners to grab the live 
"ire and hold each other's hands fonning a circle, which caused unbearable pain. 
The floor was we\ and Zijad, the witness remembers well, poured water under the prisoners 
feet to improve conductibility. 

The witness Kamilo Duman~ic was also part of the electric circuit and he also indicated 
how terrible was the pain inllicted by that. 

Matija Jak~ic also testilied, remembering well that Zijo entered the church and made the 
prisoners, one by one, grab the wire and hold each other so that the lirst and the last prisoner 
in the circuit suffer the electric shock. 

Under Section 6 of the operative part, the Accused was found guilty of having ordered -
together with members of the Anny of BiH known 10 him •· the detainees, including Mirko 
Zelenika, Marinko Ljoljo, Marinko Dretnjak, Branko Juric, Ivan Pavlovic and Miroslav 
Soko, to play the hannonium, and then, since he did not like how they played, he pulled out 
a hannonium key and hit the detainees in their heads with the side oflhe key with a nail. 

So the witness Mirko Zelenika, saying he is not educated in music and he therefore docs no1 
know the name of the music instrument 1hey were made to play, 1estified that they had 10 
play that instrument - it is no1 like a classic piano - as long as any sound may be heard. The 
witness remembers that the keys were falling off because of such playing. He remembers 
well the nails on these keys and that the soldiers, including Zijad Kunovic, used these keys 
- 1he side with the nail on - to beat them in the head. /I took quite some time, 1he witness 
remembers. 

Morinko Ljoljo remembers the hannonium in the church that was also used as a tenure 
instrumenl. He remembers the prisoners being called out and forced to sing church songs 
and 1h01 he recited instead of singing and, for 1ha1, he was punished with a harmonium key 
in his head. The witness remembers that he was hi1 with the harmonium key side with the 
nails. 

The witness Miroslav Sako also remembers this form of tenure. He said he had also been 
punished for not being able to sing, so after being hit with the key in his head - of course 
with the side having a nail in - he was forced 10 eat leaves of the books. 

Marinko Dretnjak remembers that "the piano" was totally destroyed because they made 
them play it and sing as well, and when the soldiers, including the Accused, did not like 
how the detainees did it, they would stan ripping off the keys and hitting the detainees with 
the key side with a nail on. 
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The witness Ivan Pavlovic remembers Zijad forcing the detainees 10 gather around the 
harmonium lo sing and play, and when they did not like lhe play, he would take the 
harmonium key and hit in the head the one who was playing at the moment while those who 
sung he would hit in their hands. 

Under Section 7 of the operath•e part, the Accused was found guilty of having 
approached the detainee Mirko Zclenika, telling him: "Number seven, come here! Why 
didn ·, you say las/ night that you had a wa1ch? ", and ordered him 10 tum towards the wall 
and raise his hands, and then hit him several times with a wooden leg in his lower back. 
This happened after an unidentified member of the Army of RBiH, in the Accused's 
presence, took away Mirko Zelenika's watch. 

The injured pany Mirko Zelenika remembers that he hid his watch and the wedding ring in 
the linen of his jacket, but that he gave the watch lo one of the soldiers who came to the 
church one night with a group of soldiers "Wolves of lgman" who inquired about him as a 
man from Jablanica who worked in the Municipal Administration. Holding a table leg in his 
arms, that soldier asked the witness where his money was. The witness then took out his 
watch and saying that he was giving away the watch to the soldier, he avoided funher 
mistreatment. 

However, the Accused Zijad Kunovic and a soldier standing next to him saw it, and the 
Accused approached the witness saying "Number seven, come here! Why didn't you say lost 
night that you had a watch?" Then he took the same table leg, announcing "The 
inl'es1iga1/on w/1! start now", he ordered the witness to raise his arms and tum to the wall, 
after which he staned beating him ferociously in the lower back. 

The witness Marinko Dretnjak also remembers this event. He was also searched by these 
soldiers who came from elsewhere. He remembers that Mirko Zelenika surrendered his 
watch to one of those soldiers, but the Accused Zijad Kunovic saw it and then beat Mirko 
with the table leg. 

• 

The witness Marinko Ljoljo was also searched by these soldiers who arrived. Explaining 
how the detainees managed to hide small stuff like watches end wedding rings, he • 
remembers that his watch and wedding ring had also been taken away, but Mirko Zelenika's 
watch was of a much higher quality. The witness remembers well that Mirko gave this 
watch to one of the soldiers, however the Accused Zijad Kunovic saw this surrender and he 
then "reprimanded" Mirko Zelenika for that. 
This reprimand actually meant more tonure and "special treatment" lhat Mirko usually 
received. 

The witness Matija Jak!ic also remembers this event and the special treatment the witness 
Mirko Zelcnika received from the Accused Zijad Kunovic. 

Under Section 8 or the opcrath·e part, the Accused was found guilty of the following: 
after an unidentified member of the Army of RBiH touched the detainee Mirko Zclcnika 
and ordered him to stand up and walk down the church, where he was awaited by Zijad 
Kunovic, who then held the detainec's left shoulder with his hand while the unidentified 
member of the Army of RBiH was kicking him with a boot in his lower back, whereupon 
Zijad Kunovit punched twice the detainee Mirko Zclenika hard in his chin. 
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The injured pany Mirko Zelenika remembers that this event 100k place shonly after he 
arrived in the church. ··1 was touched on the top ofmy head and asked to come," the witness 
remembers. The witness remembers well that Zijad Kurtovil! stood in front of him and 
nodded his head at the soldier, giving him a sign 10 stand on the chair, and then the soldier 
kicked the witness with the tip of the boot each time Zijad gave him a sign 10 do so. A ncr 
multiple blows were dealt this way, Zijad himself fiercely punched the witness twice in the 
face and, as a result, the witness fell down on the noor. 

The witness Marinko Dretnjak also remembers the special 1rea1mcn1 of the injured pany 
Mirko Zelenika and the described scene when the unidentified soldier climbed the pew and 
hit the injured party. 

The witnesses Marinko Ljoljo and Matija JaUic remember that the injured Mirko Zelcnika 
had a special treatment, i.e. that he was quite often the victim of various forms of tonurc, 
including the described one . 

Under Scclion 9 or the operative port, the Accused was found guilty of ordering the 
detainee Mirko Zelenika to lie down on the church Ooor and tum around, while he and three 
unknown members or the Anny of RBiH were kicking him in his ribs whenever he would 
come close to them. 

This was one or the forms or special treaunent the detainee Mirko Zelenika had. 

The injured party Mirko Zelenika remembers well that the Accused Zijad Kurtovic once 
ordered him to twist around on the noor while two soldiers stood on both sides and all or 
them would kick him in his ribs. He remembers that he forced him to crawl back to his pew, 
while the Accused himself stood on top of him. 

The witness Marinko Ljoljo also remembers that the Accused ordered the witness Zelenika 
10 crawl on the noor kicking him again and again. 
The witness Matija JaUic remembers well that Mirko Zelenika was forced 10 lie on the 
noor, lick the concrete noor, and that they beat him while he was in this position. The 
witness Marinko Dretnjok remembers this as well, emphasising that Mirko had to roll on 
the church noor. 

Under Section IO of the operati,·e part, the Accused was found guilty of pullini; out 
several teeth or Ante Rozic with his bare hands, after he was beaten up by unidentified 
members of the Army of RBiH, causing Rozic's bleeding from the mouth and loss of 
consciousness. 

The injured pony Ante Rozic did not testify about this because he was unable 10 respond 10 
the Coun's summons due to his serious illness, but the eyewitnesses Mirko Zelenika, 
Marinko Ljoljo, Miroslav Soko did, as well as Marinko Dretnjak and Ivan Pavlovic who 
testified indirectly. 

The witness Mirko Zelcnika remembers the injured party Ante Rozil! as being the oldest one 
among them, but in particular he remembers him by a scary scene when the injured pany 
was trying 10 break loose from the Accused, after which lhe wilness saw the Accused 
holding teeth in his hands and telling the injured party that he will have 10 pay because the 
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1ee1h are no1 pulled oul for free. The witness is certain that the Accused "wiped orr• the 
injured pany's low teeth. 

The witness Marinko Ljoljo remembers that "it occurred 10 somebody to pull out teeth 
without anaesthesia" and that the Accused Zijad Kunovi¢ pulled out Anto Rozi¢'s teeth and 
asked him to pay for that service. "I looked at Amo, he was miserable," the witness 
remembers. 

The witness Miroslav Soko also remembers that the Accused Zijad Kunovi¢ pulled out 
Ante Rozic's 1001h, 1elling him after 1ha1 thal Ante owed him a favour because the 1001h 
cx1rac1ion is chargeable. After tha1, Ante fainted. 

Witness Marinko Dre1njak did not see who pulled out the injured pany's tooth, but he did 
sec when the injured party lost his conscience because of that. 
Ivan Pavlovi¢ did not see the critical event, but he did hear about it, among others also from 
the injured pany himself. 

In Section 11 or the opcrati\'c part, the Accused was found guilty of dcst,:oying and 
breaking, 1ogether with the members of1he ARBiH known to him, 1hc S1a1ions of1hc Cross 
painlings, nnd paintings and statues of saints, having used them to beat the prisoners, and of 
destroying the altar and sacristies, scribbling insulting words on the church walls, drawing 
testicles to saints on the paintings, destroying the Bible and other holly books by making the 
prisoners cal them, dcs1roying the harmonium by beating the prisoners with its keys, 1hus 
damaging the interior of the church. 

The ac1ivi1ies described in this Section and their consequences arc the result of 1he 
prohibited behaviour described under 1hc remaining IO Sections or the operative pan, and 
all de1ainees testified about that. 
Although 1hc abuse of prisoners has been described above, the Coun shall refer again 10 
some or the 1cs1imonies. 

\ 

• 

The witness Matija Jak~i¢ recalls that everything was in place in the church upon the arrival 
or the detainees, and 1ha1 it was ready for a Mass. During the captivity, however, the church • 
inven1ory was used 10 abuse prisoners. The Accused Zijad Kunovic and other soldiers 
rammed paintings on10 the prisoners' heads, beal them wi1h s1arues, drew 1es1icles on 1he 
sainls paintings. The wi1ness recalls that by the time they left the church everything was 
destroyed inside. 

This 1cstimony has also been confirmed by the witness Ivan Kostic who remembers the 
harmonium that was destroyed by the time they left the church. 

Marinko Drctnjak indicated that only the pews were left standing in the church - everything 
else was broken over the prisoners. 
The holly books were gone 100. Some were thrown away and some eaten by the prisoners 
because, if hungry, they were made eat the leaves of the books. 

"Who would ever think of breaking the Stations of the Cross paintings on our heads" the 
witness Marinko Ljoljo still wonders, recalling that all fillings in the church were broken 
"on our bodies, unfortunately." 
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However, 1he items broken on the prisoners may not be viewed as usual inslrumenlS and 
implements used 10 innict pain and abuse. These items were part of the church inven1ory 
bu1 also the anefac1s used in prayer by Ca1holics. In addi1ion 10 the Oolgo1ha of being 
detained in the religious shrine, this has Jen deep and lasting, if not indelible, 1races on the 
prisoners who were all Catholics. 
All wilnesses agree that any new visit to church revives the memory of the Church of All 
Saints in Donjo Dretnica - the church that, instead of being the place of prayer, was the 
place of suffering, of abuse and humiliation of its detainees, all of them Catholics. 
In addition, as the witness A pul it, each cross by the altar reminds him now of the 
sufferings in the church in Donja Dretnico, the sufferings that recur, that he cannot 
suppress. 

The then guard Alija Bobic testified about the prisoners in the church. 
He recalls that he had known some of the prisoners, including Vlado Curie and Mirko 
Zelenika. This witness was a member of the Civilian Protection and he was in charge of 

• guarding the 20 prisoners. 

• 

'The people were nice and decenl, they were warned that I would kill them if they al/empted 
to escape, " the witness recalls. 
This witness docs not remember anything unusual about the prisoners but he knew that they 
wore orange outfit worn by road repairmen. He did not see any injuries on them, and aner 
the prisoners ten the church, he did not notice that the church interior was ruined. 
The witness knew the Accused but he did not see him near the church at the material time, 
although, as the witness pointed out, he allows that the Accused could have come 10 1hc 
church when other members of the Civilian Pro1ection stood guard. 

As announced at the beginning of the main trial, the defence challenged with an alibi the 
involvement of the Accused in the crimes. 
Through the testimonies of Zijad Kunovic's fellow soldiers, the defence argued tha1 at the 
material time - in late September and in October 1993 - the Accused wns not in Donja 
Dreinica al all but that he was in the operations (Vrdi and Batatkc Lazinc) and later on in 
Blagaj and/or Mostar . 
Such a defence emerges from the testimonies of all wi1nesses including Rasim 2.u!kic, 
Scnad Pezic, Mcho Pendic, Ramiz Macie; the witness Ibrahim Kulak even asserts that all 
charges agains1 Zijad Kunovic arc a rcsuh of the framing by Mili Korofic wi1h whom 1hc 
Accused had a connic1 and who was openly saying that he would come up with "o ,<e/reme" 
10 toke revenge on the Accused. 

None of these witnesses knew of the prisoners in the church but that some troops from 
Sarajevo were there instead, or that members of the Army of BiH were detained there 
occasionally. 
All wi1ncsscs claim 1ha1 1heir Dretnica Battalion had no prisoners. 

They remember however 1hat on the first day of the connict with 1he HVO the church was 
hit with a shell and visibly and considerably damaged. 

They however did nol explain from whose posi1ions the shell was fired. 
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On the other hand, the witness Hasan Delic, another fellow soldier of the Accused end of 
other witnesses mentioned above, recalls that et the material time the Church of All Saints 
indeed was the place for prisoners, both civilian and war, ell of them Catholics. 
So the witness remembers that he himself went to lhe church together with other soldiers 
nicknamed E>emo, Zike and Necko, after an operation in which Zijad Kunovic was involved 
100. 

He remembers well the night when he saw a relatively young men - the witness A - near 
the church door. He asked him where he was from and how he got captured, and when the 
witness A told him that, the witness ordered him to fetch the witness B and then he forced 
them 10 have oral sex. However, the witness suddenly abandoned his intention and he told 
them to get dressed and go back to their places. The witness indicated that he would be able 
to recognize those young men today and that he would like to apologize to them. 

The witness remembers well that that same night two of his fellow soldiers ordered Mirko 
Zelcnika to lie on the noor and twist like an animal while they beat him in this position. 

The witness is explicit in saying that the Accused was not with them at the church that night 
but he remembers that he was involved in some operations taking place around that time. 

The Accused himself remembers in panicular two dates in the material time: 30 September 
when he went to a mock operation at Bataeke Lazine and 8 October when he went 10 

Blagaj. 
He heard of disobedient soldiers of the Anny of the Republic of BiH being detained in the 
church and he emphasises that the parish office adjacent to the church was totally destroyed 
by a shell and that the church was roofed. 
He remembers that these two buildings served as the HVO command and depot before the 
conflict. 
In his reply to lhe prosecutor's question why all prisoners who testified accuse only him for 
the abuse they suffered in the church, the Accused claims that before the war - in 1990 or 
1991 - he fell out with Croats (Grabovica and Dretnice) when he set the Croat nag on lire 
which was used by !he wedding procession and because he fell out with Mirko Zelenika 
over his daughter. 

The Coun finds the defence of the Accused irrelevant and obviously devised to avoid 
criminal liability after considering the consistent testimonies of 11 witnesses - fonner 
prisoners who said that it was the Accused Zijad Kunovic who panicipatcd and often 
ordered their tonure while !hey were in captivity in the Church of All Saints in Donja 
Dretnica, and on the other hand, the alibi offen:d for cenain dates during the material time, 
the contradicting testimonies of the defence witnesses about (non)existence of the "camp" 
in the church and about it being destroyed or not, and in panicular after considering that 
none of the defence witnesses was a guard in the church who would in that case be able to 
conlinn whether or not the Accused was seen at the church. 
The Coun notes that it is irrelevant whether the Accused took pan in the operations at Vrdi 
or Batafke Lazine because he could reach the church and abuse the prisoners who indeed 
testified that they had been abused mostly during the night. 
On the other hand, all witnesses including the Accused himself, spoke about the operations 
undenaken on panicular days while the captivity in lhe church lasted quite some time and 
not only on 30 September, 4 October or between 6 and 8 October 1993, when the Accused 
was away for these operations or in Blagaj. The Accused first said that he went to Blagaj 10 

look for his sister who escaped from Stolac from whom he had not heard for months, but 
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later during his testimony he said that he went to Blagaj to purchase nour and tobacco. That 
0our and tobacco were the main reason for going to Blagaj was confinned by lhe witness 
Ibrahim Ba!ic who, when the prosecutor asked him, could not remember where he had been 
IO days ago but still he claims with certainty that he was in Blagaj together with Zijad 
Kurtovic on 8 October 1993. 
He remembers this very important date by the soaring prices of nour and tobacco. 
Even if the claims about the involvement in the operations and the trip to Blagaj are 
accepted, considering the testimonies of the witnesses/victims who explicitly described the 
Accused as the person who abused them during their captivity during the material time and 
that they heard his name from the witness who recognized him and who had known him 
before the war, the Court cannot eliminate the possibility that the Accused still managed to 
reach the church and abuse the prisoners. This transpires also from the testimony of the 
prosecution witness Alija Bobic who said that even though he had never seen the Accused 
near the church he may have come there during the night when the witness did not stand 
guard. The Court finds that the testimonies of the defence witnesses - who tried not only lo 
oITer the alibi for the Accused but also to eliminate any possibilily of the existence of the 
camp in the church in Donja Dre1.nica - were given solely with the intention to relieve the 
Accused of his responsibility and, as such, the Court did not accept them after considering 
them in the context of all other evidence adduced during the main trial. 

The Court evaluated the evidence individually and in the context of other evidence, having 
in mind all other pieces of evidence adduced during the main trial that it did not attach 
special importance to, nor did it find necessary to make a thorough analysis of those 
particular pieces of evidence, because they did not have a major impact on the state of facts 
that was ultimately detennined and on the conclusion the Court reached in relying on the 
evidence whose probative value it provided in the Judgment. 

Thus the Court concluded beyond any reasonable doubt that, in late September and during 
October 1993, the Accused Zijad Kurtovic was regularly visiting the church of All Saints in 
Donja Dretnica where Croat prisoners, Catholics were held at the time. The Court also 
found beyond any reasonable doubt that the Accused was visiting the church with his fellow 
soldiers rather lhan alone. However, having considered the testimonies of both defence and 
prosecution witnesses that most of people in Drctnica have nicknames and that some 
nicknames were used to refer to the abusers, that is, none of the witnesses was able 10 
confirm wi1h certainty who is 1he person going by the nickname Bimo or Nono or others, 
the Court did not accep1 1hc allegations in the amended indictment that the Accused 
committed the actions described in panicular counts of 1he indictment together with the 
specified fellow soldiers. The Court therefore found that in 1hose actions the soldiers known 
to tJ:lc pcrpc1ra1or were involved, or in some Sections of lhc Judgment - unidentilied 
soldiers no1 10 prejudice any polential future proceedings against accomplices. 

The Court is convinced that lhe Accused was aware of the prisoners' position, their 
vulnerability, but also the treatment that he was supposed to offer, just like any other soldier 
- participant in a connict. This has been reasoned in detail in the general clements of the 
crimes of which he was found guilty. 

However, the time and venue of the captivity and, again, the pattern of the Accused's 
treatment of the prisoners: he was visiting the church, he was not a guard there, led the 
Court to an unequivocal conclusion that the Accused had a direct intent, that is, he was 
aware of his actions and wanted them 10 happen. 
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Wi1ncsses-fonner prisoners provided credible 1es1imonies about being abused, 1onured, 
humiliated and about the desecration of the religious shrine as well as lifelong traumas -
because every time these people go 10 church for prayer they are reminded of the terror they 
have been trough in such an edifice -- roadman's outfit and marking with numbers, beating, 
electric circuit fonned of the prisoners, tooth extraction with bare hands, forcing 1he 
prisoners 10 sing church bul also offending songs, forced labour and exposure 10 cross-fire; 
from this the Court concluded beyond any reasonable doubt lha1 the Accused Zijad Kurtovic 
breached the international law at the time of the anned conflict between the Anny of BiH 
and the HVO, and tenured prisoners, caused sufferings and bodily and limb injuries, treated 
them inhumanely and intimidated and terrorized them, forced them to work and participated 
in such 1rea1men1 of these persons by other soldiers, and that by using the church inventory 
in carrying out these actions together with other soldiers, he breached the law and customs 
of war. Having in mind different categories of prisoners and the means used in commining 
the described acts, he commined the criminal offenses of War Crime against Civilians, War 
Crime Against Prisoners of War and Violation of Law and Customs of War in concurrence, 
for which he was found guilty and lawfully punished, as will be explained below. • 

7. Sentencing 

In deciding on the length of the compound I I-year prison sentence, or 10-year for each 
crime commined, the Coun applied Aniclc 53, in panicular Paragraph (2)(b) CC BiH, 
reading as follows: 

{I) If the perpetrator, by a single action or by several actions, has perpetrated several 
criminal offences, for which he is tried at the some time, the court shall first assess the 
punishment for each of the offences separately, and then proceed with imposing a 
compound punishment of imprisonment, long-term imprisonment or a compound fine for all 
the offences taken together. 

(2) The court shall adhere to tht following rules in imposing compound punishment: 

b) If the court has determined punishment of imprisonment for the concurrent criminal • 
offences, the compound punishment must be higher than each of the indh•idual 
punishments, bu1 1he compound punishment may no1 be as high as the sum of all 
incurred punishments, nor may ii exceed a period of twenty years; 

The Court evaluated in particular the foci \hat the crimes of which the Accused was found 
guilty were commined with direct intent, or knowingly and voluntarily, ergo with lhe 
Accused's unequivocal knowledge of the character of his actions and the consequences 
thereof. 

When deciding on 1he length of 1he sentence, the Coun appreciated all circumstances 
affecting ii, in panicular the degree of responsibility, the motives behind it, the degree of 
undennining or injuring the pro1cc1cd value, as well as the circumstances under which 1hc 
crime was commined. The Court also took into consideration the Accused's previous 
lifestyle, his personal si1ua1ion and conduct during the trial, that is, the Coun 100k into 
consideration 'oo1h mitigating and aggravating circumstances. 
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Aggravating Circumstances 

In case of the Accused Zijad Kunovic, the coun first analysed the gravity of the crimes of 
which he was found guihy. 

The gravi1y of lhe crimes wilh which defendan1s arc charged has always been dctcnnined 
by 1hcir impacl on 1he vic1im or the persons arrecled by the crime and lhe close family 
members. The gravily is measured in personum rather than in 1enns of universal 
consequences. The Court finds 1ha1 although 1he guih of 1he Accused may rela1c 10 
particular and general hann done 10 1he victim and ils family, ii would be by far 100 much if 
any mishap in a communily were 10 be ascribed 10 1he Accused who was found guihy. 

Allhough lhe crimes agains1 values protected by international law sometimes carry a long-
1enn prison scn1encc, 1hc Coun did no1 opl for ii in this case in view of 1he consequences. 

In 1his case, 1he Coun used lhc following elemen1s which are nonnally considered when 
me1ing ou1 1he sen1ence: 

The Court primarily considered how 1he decision may prolecl lhc socic1y from defendan1s 
who are found guilly, which plays an imponanl role in me1ing oul 1he scnlcnce. The 
pro1ec1ion policy depends on the na1ure of lhe crime and the conducl of 1he accused. The 
pro1ec1ion of lhe society often requires long prison scn1ences in order 10 pro1ec1 1he socie1y 
from hostile, violent behaviour of the guihy dcfendan1s. This factor is imponon1 and 
relevanl when 1hc guihy accused is deemed 10 be socially hannful. 

In 1his specific case 1he Coun considered the role and con1ribu1ion of 1hc Accused 10 1he 
commission of crimes, 1he fact 1ha1 the Accused was nol found guihy of commining one 
criminal action on a one-off basis, bul of ac1ions repcaledly happening over an cx1endcd 
period of lime, where 1hese ac1ions were a rcsull of an obvious in1en1ion 10 1rca1 1hc 
prisoners - 1hc pro1ec1ed value - in o forbidden fashion. However, considering 1h01 1his 
conduc1 yielded three crimes, each carrying I 0-year or long-term prison scnlenccs, in 
deciding on 1he sen1ence 1he Coun had 10 bear in mind 1ha1 1he three crimes were a rcsull of 
the prohibited behaviour towards the same group of prisoners, which indeed included two 
categories: civilians and prisoners of war, and 1ha1 the church was destroyed through 1he use 
of its fillings in abusing 1hc prisoners. 

The Coun also had in mind 1he rchabili1a1ion considcra1ions and 1he rcin1egm1ion of 1hc 
guihy Accused in10 the sociely. This is usually the case when young or poorly educa1ed 
members of 1he socie1y are found guihy of crimes. It raises the need 10 reintegra1c 1hcm in10 
the society in order for them 10 become ilS useful members and to enable 1hcm 10 lead a 
normal and productive life after lhey arc released from prison, which the Coun did bear in 
mind here when ii decided on 1he sentence. 

Apan from lhc need 10 sufficiently deter the Accused from ever thinking abou1 being 
involved in the same crimes again by imposing an appropria1e sentence, lhe Coun 
considered also the individuals who may find lhemselves in a similar situation in lhe fmurc, 
who should also be dclerrcd from gelling involved in such crimes. 
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Although the consequences of these crimes are far-reaching and lasting, the Coun notes that 
this punishment will add to lhe awareness-raising about !he consequences of such crimes 
and their being punishable, or about lhe fairness of punishing the perpetrator. 

Mitigating tircumslanccs 

In determining the appropriate sentence for this perpetrator, it is imponant to take into 
account personal considerations such as the age of the Accused and his conduct. 

The Coun also took into consideration that the Accused is a' family man and that his 
conduct during the entire proceedings was fair. 

Conclusion 

Having considered all the foregoing aggravating and mitigating circumstances, the Coun 
concluded that lhe imposed sentence is proponional to lhe gravity of the com mined crimes, 
the degree of criminal liability of the defendant, the circumstances under which it was 
commined and the motives that led the Accused to commit the crimes, and that the 
compound sentence will achieve the purpose of punishment in terms of special and general 
prevention. 

8. Decision on Costs of Proceedings and Claim under Property Law 

When deciding on the costs of the criminal proceedings, apan from the verdict of conviction 
the coun also evaluated the financial standing of the accused, and having reviewed the file, 
the Coun established that the accused was represented by a hired anomey, pursuant to 
Anicle 188( l) CPC BiH, the Coun decided that the Accused shall reimburse the costs of the 
criminal proceedings. The Coun shall issue a separate decision to that effect. 

• 

• 

Pursuant to Anicle 198 (2) CPC BIH, the Coun decided to refer the injured panics to pursue • 
their propcny claims through a civil action, because the sums were not specified in lhese 
proceedings. If they were to be determined in these proceedings it would have caused 
considerable difficulties and procrastination. 

RECORD-KEEPER 
LEGAL ADVISOR 
AMELA SKROBO r,;,,.,,.,. qffl:rtdJ 

PRESIDING JUDGE 

MINKAK.REHO 
(1,,_.,.,and llll,rpdltd} 

INSTRUCTION ON LEGAL REMEDY: An appeal is allowed against this Judgment. The 
appeal is to be filed with the Appellate Division oflhis coun within 15 days after the day of 
the receipt of the written copy of this Judgment. 
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